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Updating the Qecalogue
O all means update Poor Richard's
Almanac (`Feeling Good without
Doing Good', IPA Review, Vol. 48/3)
but an even more outmoded ethical
code in need of renovation is the
Christian catechism. I suggest that
the Ten Commandments would be
more inclusive and politically correct
if modified as follows:
1. Thou shalt have as many gods as
possible in the name of multiculturalism.
2.

Thou shalt make to thyself any
number of graven images in the
likeness of any thing which is in
heaven above or in the earth
beneath or in the water under
the earth for the sake of biological diversity.

3.

Thou shalt not take the name of
any gods in vain except thy own
lest thou be seen as culturally
insensitive.

4.

Remember that thou keep holy
the Sabbath-day — for demonstrations.

5.

Honour thy father and mother if
thou must but above all esteem
thyself.

6.

Thou shalt do no killing of
fauna and flora (yes, trees) in the
interests of speciesism. (Murder
is not acceptable terminology,
involving as it does the sin of
judgmenralism.)

7.

Thou shalt not have unprotected
sex.

8.

Thou shalt not privatize.

9.

Thou shalt not bear false witness
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but callst thou not a spade a
spade lest thou be accused of
sexism, racism, ageism or, most
sinful of all, stereotyping.
10. Thou shalt not hesitate to covet
thy neighbour's goods to achieve
empowerment.
John Brunner

Dalkeith, WA

Productivity Potential
OUR article 'Management Inertia'
^^(IPA Review, Vol. 48/3) prompts
me to point at the enormous potential for improvements in productivity
feasible in just about any industry,
where the pace of work is not governed (or only minimally) by the
speed of machines, like looms or
spinning frames, or the speed of a
production line.
I write from experience, having
introduced a four-day- 35-hour week
in my small blind factory in 1974,

without any loss of production. The
deal was that employees were only
required to work on Friday mornings
(at the standard flat rate for the first
3 hours) if there was an undue accumulation of work on Thursday at
knocking-off time. During the following four-and-a-half years, after
which I sold the business, this
occurred, perhaps, four times.
One of the complaints of the
award workers at the recent Weipa
dispute was that contract workers
could earn the same as them, or more
money in less time. Sadly, the much
vaunted awards tend to place a premium on inefficiency, as they induce
workers to go slow in order to get
overtime. The system is nor beneficial
to either employer or employee, but
vital to keep the Keltys and Georges
and their lesser minions in cushy jobs.
It is also high time that the erroneous notion was dispelled that trade
unions are responsible for high Australian wages and good working conditions. The fact is that, due to the
prevalence of domestic trade, Australian employees are important customers and Australian enterprises
have a direct interest in seeing that
Australia remains a high-wage country. This, however, might change as
we become more 'export oriented' and
the role of Australian employees as
customers diminishes. Export industries are less able to pass on wage
increases and, therefore, once wages
pass a certain level, jobs are lost.
Wage increases passed on to consumers as higher prices, as distinct
from ones based on productivity,
have seldom if ever benefited the
workforce. This is obvious from the
application of simple arithmetic,
which shows that the worker's benefit equals the wage increase minus
tax, whereas he has to bear the full
cost of the wage increase in the
higher price of his purchases.
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LETTERS
I agree that poor quality managers have to bear a lot of the responsibility for industries' woes. This was
very evident in the early days of the
textile industry in Australia, where
most managers were at best technically-competent foremen, but conspicuously lacking in people skills
and general education, which I hope
and trust would be a sine qua non in
today's manager.
Michael Polya

Watson, ACT

Bizarre Claim

N his review of Codename Down[fall (IPA Review Vol 48/3), Derek
Parker states that an army of revisionist historians claims that in 1945
Japan was ready to surrender and
that the American atom bombs were
a calculated atrocity.
Mr Parker and your readers may
be interested to know that in a sermon on 6 August 1995, reprinted in
the Western Australian Anglican
Messenger of September, the Anglican
Archbishop of Perth, Peter Carnley,
made an even more bizarre claim.
According to the Archbishop:
"No longer shall we cry nervously to convince ourselves

that Hiroshima was somehow
necessary. That kind of propaganda only began to be generated from 1947, two years after
the dropping of the bomb, as
people began to become uneasy
about the rightness of it.
In the earlier planning of the
proposed allied invasion of
Japan the actual estimates of
casualties in the records of the
time were in the vicinity of
40,000 ... bad enough, but
quite unlike the figures of
500,000 or even millions that
from 1947 tended to be quoted
in the rhetoric of self justification." [ellipsis in original]
It would be interesting to know
where the Archbishop got his figures.
One hopes he was informed by the
most accurate and responsible
research before making what is in fact
a most grave accusation. Nonetheless,
they appear preposterous.
The Archbishop infers there
would, in a conventional invasion of
Japan, have been, in fact, 40,00{)
casualties. This must mean a total of
Japanese and Allied, killed and
wounded, soldiers and civilians.
Really!
Further, to make the Archbishop's point valid, it must refer to all

who would have died as a result of
the war being prolonged by a conventional invasion rather than ended
quickly by the bombs.
It must take into account the fact
that there were Japanese armies all
over Asia — Burma, Singapore,
Malaya, The Dutch East Indies,
Indo-China, China, Manchuria etc.
— all of which would, in such circumstances, presumably have had to
be fought and destroyed to practically
the last man.
It must also take into account
the death-toll of prisoners in Japanese camps who would have died as a
result of further starvation, slavelabour, deliberate massacre and other
maltreatment if the war had been
prolonged for further weeks or
months and their captors became
ever more desperate, vengeful and
themselves short of food.
Further to that, it must also take
into account those among the local
people who were also being subjected
to slavery, starvation and oppression
in areas under Japanese occupation
who would also have died (many
more locals than Allied POWs died
building the Burma Railway).
Further, it must take into
account the fact that with a prolonged conventional ground war
against Japan, there would have been
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ORank among 48 countries in
terms of relations between
managers and employees
(1 = most productive;
48 = most fragile)
New Zealand: 2
Japan: 3
USA: 16
Australia: 37
IMD World Economic Forum, World
Competitiveness Report, 1995

Number of pages in the
Australian Greens' 60-page
overview of its policies
devoted to 'Care for the
Earth' (including environment, coastal management,
water, energy, agriculture,
greening of industry and
population): 9
Increase in taxation (Commonwealth, State and
Local) between 1982-83
and 1995-96 (est.)
expressed as a percentage
of GDP:
1.5 (equivalent to about
$7.2 billion in additional
taxes).
Who contributes time to
charitable work?
o 45 per cent of people
who attend church weekly
or more (cf only 18 per cent
who attend church less than
several times a year).

0

o 42 per cent of people
who support the National
Party and 31 per cent of
Liberals (cf 21 per cent of
Labor supporters).
o 34 per cent of people in
their sixties (cf only 16 per
cent of people under 30).
M. . R. Evans and Jonathan Kelley,
'M Brother's Keeper? Charity Work in
stralia', Worldwide Attitudes,
2 October 1995.

0 Expenditure on research

and development as a percentage of GDP (1992):
Sweden: 3.11
Japan: 2.80
Germany: 2.50
UK: 2.12
Australia: 1.56
Canada: 1.51
Italy: 1.31

Industry Commission, Research and
Development, 1995

CPercentage of disabled
Americans of working age
in jobs in 1986: 33
a

°f
z1

^^

Elanor Huntington & Kylie Catchpole

DOf the five 1995 honours
graduates in experimental
physics at the ANU, number who are women: 5
ANU Reporter, 13 December 1995

0Amount of money mistakenly paid in social security
benefits to inmates of Australian prisons over the past
two-and-a-half years:
$7 million ($5 million of which
is yet to be recovered)
Senator Kay Patterson

0Household saving as a
percentage of household
income:
1989-90: 6.8
1992-93: 5.4
September 1995: 3.2

Percentage in jobs in 1994,
four years after the Americans with Disabilities Act
introduced a raft of regulations aimed at making workplaces more accessible to
people with disabilities: 31
Reason, August/September 1995

Q In 1966, number of children
had by an average married
Catholic woman, 35-39
years: 3.18

In 1991, number of children
had by an average Catholic
woman aged 30-34 years:
1.73
People acrd Place, December 1995

0Rank of South Korea
among Australia's export
markets in 1975:
22nd largest
Rank in 1995: 2nd largest
Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, lrtsight, Vol. 4, No. 21

ABS Cat. No. 5206.0
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Realpolitik

in the

Still heady from their first taste of federal power in 13 years (and for
most their first taste ever) Coalition MPs and their staff might find the
experience of Diane Ravitch. who went to Washington. DC determined
to implement reforms, sobering.
5.

HEN, in 1991, the invitation to help him "fix education" came from Lamar
Alexander, the newlyappointed Secretary of Education,
Diane Ravitch was initially hesitant.
After all, she had been a Democrat all
her life and Alexander was a Republican. Moreover, she had a successful
career as an academic. But the
prospect of helping to raise the standards of America's schools, of putting
into practice ideas she had developed
as a researcher and theorist, excited
her. So, after some persuasion, she
agreed to go to Washington, DC as
Assistant Secretary in the Department of Education, in charge of the
Office of Educational Research and
Improvement, and Counsellor to the
Secretary.
By the time she left, two years later,
she had learnt why so many well-intentioned reformers fail. She distilled her
lessons in Washington into eight basic
axioms. With a few alterations to take
account of differences between the
political structures of the United States
and Australia, the lessons could just as
well apply here.

W
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1. The United States has two dream
factories: Hollywood and
Washington, DC. Both of them
feed the fantasies of the public by
encouraging people to believe
that intractable, deep-rooted
problems (and even their psychological needs) will be solved by a
magic feather or a new government program.
2. Those who work in government
believe they are smarter than
everyone who doesn't because they
have the power to write laws and
regulations that everyone else in
the country has to obey.
3. There is one sure way to achieve
eternal life: become a government
program. Most programs are seldom evaluated. They are protected
by friends in government and outlived their usefulness years ago.
When a program gets a negative
evaluation its friends in government say it needs more money and
more time.
4. Government programs are
designed by lobbyists employed
by interest groups. Congressional
staff rely on them because they are

6.

7.

8.

presumed to know more about the
issues and problems than anyone
else, and they know exactly who
should get the federal dollars
(their clients). The nation's children do not have lobbyists, bur
many organizations representing
publishers, unions, teachers, principals, school superintendents, counsellors, gender-equity trainers,
trade schools, universities and
school boards do. Because these
lobbyists represent mostly nonprofit associations, the media
assume that they are above selfinterest. If they were corporate
lobbyists, the media would watch
them closely. The lesson is: lobbyists are lobbyists and the same
principle applies — follow the
trail of money.
Anything worth funding is worth
funding through several different
government agencies at the same
time. There is no logic to this
duplication.
Euphemisms disguise purposes.
'Revenue enhancement' is still a
new tax.
The federal government is run by
Congress (for Australia, read
'Parliament is subordinate to the
Executive').
The federal government will
never be at the leading edge of
reform because political considerations make it impossible either
to reject bad programs or to recognize good programs. Federal
programs work best when distributing money based on need; worst
when any judgment about quality
or effectiveness is required. ■

Adapted from Diane Ravitch,
'Adventures in Wonderland: A Scholar
in Washington', The American Scholar,
Autumn 1995.
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From the Editor
.......................................................................................

G

ENERALS, it is said, are always
Ken Baker
fighting the previous battle. The
two battles which shaped John
Howard's strategy during the Federal election campaign were both
renovation
defeats: the Coalition's loss in
1993 and his own loss of support ning them in this way wouldn't
rain fundamental features of
as leader following the harrowing
have mattered. But health and
Labor's approach to welfare,
immigration debate of 1988.
welfare face serious long-term
health, Aboriginal Affairs, educaDefeat is a punitive reacher.
financing problems. Morale in
tion, affirmative action and immiFrom it, Mr Howard learned comuniversities is low and educational gration — then he would have
promise and caution. He learned
standards are being compromised.
been finished. He would have
to be circumspect in stating his
Too many immigrants are being
been pilloried by interest groups
own values and beliefs. He learned
lured to Australia with the
and mauled by the media. He
to avoid controversy.
promise of economic opportunity
would have divided his own party.
The 1993 debacle taught him
only to find themselves among the
It is simply naive to imagine,
to postpone the release of his polilong-term unemployed. Current they argue, that we can have open
cies and to minimize the detail; to commitments to greenhouse-gas
and reasonable debate on these
mollify interest groups rather than
emission targets are unrealistic.
sorts of topics. Immigration and
to
antagonize
And
surely, Aboriginal policies cannot be serithem; to avoid any
given
the ously questioned without inviting
appearance
of
appalling condithe tag 'racist'. Affirmative action
A government
zealotry; and to
tions in which and child-care policies cannot be
eschew John Hewmany Aborigi- debated without risking being
which is seen as
son's
radical
nal Australians labelled 'sexist'. Welfare cannot be
reformism.
live, no one examined without inviting the
sacrificing justice
From the concould
justly smear 'heartless'. Higher educatroversy of 1988,
argue that poliand compassion to
tion policy cannot be criticized
he learned that the
cies in this area without raising the spectre of elitbest way of hanare
working ism. And so on. If he had entered
efficiency cannot
dling sensitive
well. Yet in his these forbidden grounds, Howard
social and environmaintain its
determination would only have frightened away
mental topics was
not to repeat the voters and ultimately lost the electo avoid them or to
legitimacy
errors of past tion. And the best policies in the
neutralize them by
campaigns, Mr world are of little benefit, the
adopting a largely bipartisan posiHoward closed off important
strategists remind us, without the
rion. As a consequence, a whole avenues of reform in these and power to put them into practice.
raft of topics — from immigra- other areas.
There is, unfortunately, more
tion, Aboriginal affairs and affirthan a little truth in this view,
mative action to significant areas
O CHOICE: For politi- although it underestimates the
of health, welfare, the environcal strategists, the elecimpatience of most voters with
ment and higher education — was
tion result entirely vinthe strictures of political correctstamped 'Not to be Discussed'.
dicates Mr Howard's approach.
ness. It also has the unfortunate
These topics were among The They argue that to get elected Mr
effect of leaving the field open to
Great Debates we didn't have.
Howard had no choice. If he had
more extreme voices, those which
If existing policies in these promised wide-ranging reforms really are motivated by sexism,
areas were working well, quaranti- - if he had dared to question cer- racism and callousness. Most

A TIME FOR
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FROM THE EDITOR
importantly, it ignores the long-term
costs of closing off real social policy
debate. The conditions under which
many Aborigines live today would
quite likely be better had debate over
the last two decades not been so effectively stifled.
The result is that on the policy
front some of Mr Howard's most
important battles still remain to be
fought. If he is to tackle Australia's
pressing social problems he will have
to broach topics that, during his campaign, he avoided.
ONFIDENCE: Mr Howard's
reluctance, so far, to confront
the pricklier questions of social
policy reflects a weakness within the
political culture of liberalism in Australia. The confidence and competence
which Liberal Governments display on
matters of economic and administrative reform is not evident in their
approach to social and cultural matters. This is true not only federally, bur
also at the State level. In Victoria, for

example, the Kennett Government,
not known for its timidity, has been far
more effective in implementing
reforms in education driven by budgetary and administrative considerations than tackling the quality of the
school curriculum (notwithstanding
the excellent Australia Project) or the
training of teachers.
Some Liberals argue that this
neglect of cultural arguments doesn't
matter. Where government programs
are deemed by an incoming Coalition
Government to be socially destructive,
financial reasons can always be found
for cutting them. There's no need to
challenge the Left's versions of social
justice or community welfare or cultural creativity or multiculturalism.
Let the Budget take the blame.
The problem with this approach is
that it vacates the high moral ground
to the Left and confirms the suspicions
of those who see Liberals as cold-hearted economic rationalists who know the
cost of everything but the value of
nothing. A government which is seen

as sacrificing justice and compassion to
efficiency cannot maintain its legitimacy. The argument for less, or more
prudent, government intervention has
to be pitched in terms not only of its
economic effects but also its social and
cultural impact.

A

TROPHY: Unlike physical
resources, symbolic resources
become depleted when they
are not used. They must be exercised
— they must be reinterpreted by each
new generation — or they atrophy.
Over the last quarter century, much of
the cultural symbolism close to the
hearts of Australian liberal-conservatives has atrophied. Mr Howard
knows that, as a consequence, appeals
to family, God, Queen and country
invite the tag man of the 1950s.
It is not that the values underlying
this appeal are irrelevant to the 1990s.
Families still form the bedrock of society (although the structures of families
have changed); a belief in moral
absolutes still informs the consciences of
most people (despite the in-roads made
by relativism); the nation is still a major
source of identification for Australians,
and the longing for community persists
(in spite of, or perhaps because of, the
rise of internationalism). Moreover,
although it is clear that Australians
under 40 do not share earlier generations' emotional attachment to the
monarchy, a substantial proportion are
yet to be convinced of the merits of
moving to a republic. But these traditional symbols are clearly under strain
and in need of renovation and reinterpretation. In some cases new symbols
and forms through which to express
enduring values need to be found.
The challenge of liberal-conservatism has always been to reconcile
permanence and change. The task of
renovation is no different. It is crucial
to the future of social reform under the
new Government in Canberra that it
be taken up intelligently and soon. ■

Ken Baker
10
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THE ROOTS OF ASEAN ORGANIZED CRIME

T

HE last several decades have
seen the arrival of large numbers of Asian migrants to Australia. Although the overwhelming majority of these
migrants are not, of course, involved in
organized criminal activity, such activity has found a firm foothold in ethnic
Asian communities. Most curious to
many Australians has been the extreme
reluctance of even apparently lawabiding members of these communities to co-operate with police in their
investigations of criminal matters. The

name is derived from a gambling term
meaning 'useless'), who seem to have
emerged several centuries ago from
homeless wanderers, gamblers, and
urban bands hired by merchants to
protect their interests. Today, yaksrza
continue to be involved in gambling
and business fraud, as well as in extortion, blackmail, drug trafficking, illegal migration and prostitution.
As with other organized Asian
crime groups, the yakuza are often used
by 'legitimate' companies and politicians to intimidate their opponents.

It is only when an official becomes too greedy in his demands
towards those who use his `services' or too stingy in passing on
some of what he has `earned' to his clients and patrons that he is
considered corrupt.

lack of co-operation of 'innocents' who
know the particulars of crimes ranging
from extortion though drug-dealing
and murder nor only hampers the
police in their enquiries, it provides a
fertile field for further criminal activity as criminals can work with confidence that they are unlikely to be
apprehended and punished.
It is important at this point to note
that it is nor my intention to provide
succour to those who wish to limit
Asian immigration to Australia.
Indeed, the fact that large numbers of
Asians wish to immigrate here should
be seen as a great opportunity for a
nation in need of the skills which
many of these migrants can bring. A
continuing and significant intake of
Asian migrants is crucial to Australia's future economic and social
well-being. However, it is in the
interest of both parties to meet each
other with open eyes.
HE TRIADS: Traditionally,
organized crime in Asia has
been associated most closely
with China and Overseas Chinese communities. The principal exception to
this has been the Japanese yakuza (the

12

Unlike Chinese organized crime, however, the yakuza have limited their
activities primarily to Japan, although
they are undoubtedly involved in the
recruitment of Australian women to
work as prostitutes in Japan and in
Australia's Japanese tourist industry,
and yakuza-related organizations
appear to have been involved in substantial property transactions in
Hawaii and, probably, in Queensland.
Chinese 'secret societies' go back
to at least the 12th century AD.
Throughout Chinese history, they have
played a pivotal role in 'protecting'
ordinary people against harsh regimes
and in resisting the intrusions of foreign invaders, whether Mongol,
Manchu or European. In the 19th century, secret societies played a part in
the anti-Manchu Taiping Rebellion
and an offshoot of The White Lotus
Society organized and directed the
anti-Ching (Manchu), anti-foreign,
and anti-Christian 'Boxer Rebellion' of
the late 1890s and early 1900s which
almost succeeded in driving the European legations from China.
While styling themselves as patriotic representatives of the downtrodden, however, the secret societies

known as 'sworn brotherhoods' (htti)
engaged in criminal activities to sustain themselves. Thus, the famous
Triad Society (also known as the Heaven, Earth and Man Society; Heaven
and Earth Society; Society of the Three
Dots, etc.) spread to Southeast Asia
during the colonial period in the guise
of benevolent associations assisting the
massive number of Chinese immigrants who migrated in search of work
to Malaya, Singapore and other places
in the so-called 'South Seas' (Nanyang).
For a time, colonial authorities tolerated the secret societies, as they
proved useful in governing their Chinese populations. As well, secret societies proved themselves useful in generating tax revenue. But as their nefarious and illegal activities in gambling,
extortion and prostitution became
more prominent, and it became apparent that they constituted parallel governments which had far more power
over the Chinese than did the colonial
regimes, the secret societies were suppressed. Today, in post-colonial Asian
societies, the Triads have been stripped
of their wider, public authority and
persist only as Mafia-like underworld
gangs. As a former Hong Kong police
commissioner wrote in 1960, "in present day Hong Kong the Triad member is nothing more than a run-of-themill hoodlum masquerading in the
name of a long-dead giant".
OYALTY OR DEATH: While
the perhaps frustrated commissioner's characterization of Triad
members as "run-of-the-mill" hoodlums is understandable, their assumprion of the ritual and customs of their
predecessors makes them far more dangerous — and more difficult to prosecute --- than most criminals. And the
Triads have by no means shed their
involvement in political affairs. Most
importantly, Triads are 'autocephalous'
sworn brotherhoods; that is, they are
'self-headed' or autonomous cells composed of initiates who have sworn loyalty to the death to their particular
group and its principles. The cell-like
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nature of individual Triads, and their hood, including demanding that those Westerners (although not necessarily
tendency to recruit members from the brothers in government service use their by most members of Asian societies).
same speech group and locality, and positions in the service of the Triad (for Indeed, some scholars have suggested
through ties of kinship and long-term example: "If you fill the situation of a that the Triads should be viewed priacquaintanceship, make them writer or policeman in the government marily as culturally normal ways of
extremely difficult for outsiders to offices, you will faithfully and diligently organizing non-elite individuals to
penetrate.
assist a brother in trouble ...").
promote their interests and protect
Triad lodges contain an area which
them from rapacious authorities in
is devoted explicitly to the execution
RIME AND THE STATE: China and elsewhere.
of traitors. The multi-faceted ritual
While secret societies have
The strong tendency for Asian
oaths taken by Triad recruits refer long captured the attention of societies to be organized around the
repeatedly to the death penalty for vio- Western scholars and law enforcement extended family and/or village has
lation of any aspect of the Triad code. officials dealing with Asian-based meant that trust between 'strangers'
Additionally, the oaths taken by initi- crime, they are best seen as relatively from different families, villages and
ates refer explicitly to the requirement minor parts of social systems which, as regions has always been in short supto provide support and assistance to a whole, promote behaviour chat ply. Individuals who could act as guarother members of the sworn brother- would often be classified as criminal by antors of the behaviour of strangers
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were crucial in permitting commerce
to flourish and in maintaining social
stability, even if their own power was
based ultimately on intimidation. The
state, however, was regarded as more
remote and potentially even more dangerous. It was best warded off and kept
at arm's length.
The traditional reluctance of ordinary Asians to co-operate with emissaries of the state is perhaps best
summed up in the old Vietnamese

invite punishment for themselves and
their families from angry co-villagers.
Instead, a village headman was chosen
from among the village council of
notables to control the flow of information between village and state. Ideally, this meant receiving the travelling mandarin with a great show of
kowtowing respect, giving him as little as necessary and sending him on his
way. As the mandarin departed the
bamboo-enclosed village, the dreaded

Throughout Chinese history, secret societies have played a pivotal
role in `protecting' ordinary people against harsh regimes and in
resisting the intrusions of foreign invaders.

adage that "the law of the Emperor
stops at the village gate". Behind dense
bamboo hedges which hid them from
the view of outsiders, ordinary Vietnamese were governed by councils of
village notables which sought to keep
village taxation payments to a minimum and to ensure that as few of the
villagers as possible were drafted into
the military or forced into corvee
labour for the state. The most common
tactic for minimizing the exactions of
the state was to conceal the true population size of the village. Thus, it is
estimated that most villages in 19thcentury Vietnam only reported some
25-35 per cent of their population. In
consequence, general taxation rates
were set so high that 'honest' villages
were devastated — in one year of the
18th century alone, some 527 villages
in northern Vietnam were abandoned
due to heavy taxation.
Such a system rewarded deception
and, by implicating ordinary villagers
in a conspiracy against the state, discouraged the frank reporting of all
matters — including murder — to the
state's emissaries (chiefly, the mandarins). Certainly, ordinary individuals
would not dare cake the risk of providing information of significance to government officials. To do this was to
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state went with him and the village
was able to return to running its own
affairs in secret.
Obviously, Asia is much too complex a region to speak of in one voice.
However, widespread similarities in
the underpinning ' moral bases of the
state and civil society in Asia make it
worthwhile to generalize across Asian
societies, especially when contrasting
them with Australia. For clarity of
exposition, the following discussion
will be based on Thai society. However, it should be borne in mind that
most of what is said applies to Asian
societies in general.

S

OCIAL CONNECTIONS: The
most important question any
Thai has when confronted with a
stranger is "Who is he/she?" In asking
this question a Thai is not referring
primarily to the stranger's character or
occupation, but to his connections —
who does he know and who can he rely
on for support and protection? To be
someone worth taking notice of one
must establish one's place in the Thai
social world. Even relatively simple
procedures like entering a child into a
Thai school, finding a job or getting a
passport or identity card quickly and
at a reasonable cost require some

establishment of one's 'connections'
and social network. This is especially
important when dealing with government agencies which tend to be
regarded as franchises, rather than as
offices which provide public services or
enforce the law.
Following the old kin muang (literally, 'eat the country') pattern, in
which government officials earned
their income by living off the people
under them, an official's 'salary' was
essentially the difference between
what he could tax or exact from those
beneath him (and, especially, from
those who used his 'services') and
what he had to give to his subordinates (his 'clients') or pass up the line
to his superiors, either as tax receipts
or for protection.
An official who needed to supplement his income, for example, might
ask his superior to assign him a court
case (it needs to be borne in mind that
many cases which we would classify as
criminal -- even rape and murder could be treated as civil matters and
resolved either by agreement of the
parties or by a court judgment). During the trial, which was normally held
at his house (complete with holding
cells), the judge was plied with gifts by
the litigants and their relatives. With
good reason it was assumed that the
party which paid the most received the
most favourable judgment. To forestall
a successful appeal by the aggrieved
party, the judge would remit some of
what he had made from the case to his
superior to gain his protection.
Although, today, this system is somewhat more subtle than in the past, it
remains essentially the same.
As in the past, the various components of Thai society — including, in
particular, the police and military —
are based primarily on the entourage
system. Like the Thai family (which
can be seen as a small entourage),
encourages are set in a vertical patronclient system of obligations and loyalties which are ordered around important men, who, in return for their
clients' loyalty, flattery and willingness
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to undertake a variety of non-specific
tasks, are expected to provide employment and general assistance to their
clients and their families in time of
need. By virtue of assisting a junior
individual, a superior is said to accumulate bunkhun (a kind of religious
goodness) which in effect obligates the
subordinate to his superior. For different reasons, both superiors and
subordinates attempt to establish
such relationships. It is important to
understand that the primary morality
in these patron-client relationships
lies in both sides fulfilling their
obligations toward the other, even if
this requires the commission of
unlawful acts. Thus, as one Thai
.police colonel explained to me:
"There are some types of people
who would dare to disobey an
illegal order, but they will nor be
successful in their careers. Most
people adopt a conciliatory mood
and try to please the boss a bit.
But most people would not dare
go so far as to kill someone,
because an order like that really is
against the law."

R

SPAYING OBLIGATIONS:
In a sense, a family is a small
entourage based on patronclient relationships. It is founded principally on the notion that the giving of
life/birth and raising of a child is the
quintessential act of bunkhun. Indeed,
many Thai parents feel that having
given birth to their children and raised
them, they literally own their children's lives. Certainly, it is expected
that as children grow up and go to
work they will help support their parents. Thus, it is common in much of
the country for poor parents to sell
their daughters into prostitution to
improve their family's standard of living. In working as prostitutes to help
support their families, these daughters
are able to repay in part their moral
obligations to their parents.
In order to be taken seriously and
to prosper in Thai society one must
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recognize and repay obligations to
individuals outside the family who have

done you favours. Obligations to the
society in general and to its laws, however, are much less keenly felt, especially as it is assumed that almost
everyone else is acting also to support
themselves, their families and their
personal networks.
Because of the tendency to organize society along vertically-constructed entourages, a sense of horizontal
community tends to be poorly developed. Thus, class and occupational
group loyalties are usually weak.
Instead, relationships tend to be vertical and chain-like in nature with only
occasional cross-connections. Powerful
chains within the Thai military and
police, for example, can develop
immense entourages and completely
dominate competing entourage chains.
Their influence is further extended
through a network of connections (sen)
— running through family, friends,
and other contacts of those directly
involved — which are created and sustained by the ability to exchange
and/or sell favours.

rus rewards which flow through, and
inflate, an entourage. Loss of control of
such `levers of power' results in deflation, collapse and eventual disintegration of an entourage, whether it be a
political party, a government agency,
or even a family. Usually, an important
entourage which holds power during
an economic boom is almost assured of
success by virtue of the amount of
money flowing through the system.
However, if the leader of the entourage
is seen as 'stingy' (khii niaw — literally, 'sticky faeces') or unfair in his control of resources — that is, as so corrupt as to violate what might be
termed 'the doctrine of reasonable
greed' — then members of the
entourage will withdraw their support
and look elsewhere for patrons.
Thus, for example, the Thai police
— who are perhaps the most despised
government officials in Thailand are not so much detested for their corruption as they are for their excesses.
Much of what we call 'corruption' is
simply regarded as part of a policeman's salary and it is widely known
that promotions and senior positions

The very high Australian marginal taxation rate, made worse by the
fact that it `kicks in' at such low levels, is seen by most Asians to
violate the doctrine of `reasonable greed'.
When faced with almost any task
or problem a Thai instinctively
attempts to mobilize his or her connections. If the connections are insufficient to solve the problem, then money
or extreme deference and politeness
must be paid (here, one of the most
common tactics is to flatter the authority figure and/or abase oneself before
him in the hope that he will be easily
won over).

in the police force are 'bought' for
amounts which could not be met out
of one's legitimate income (indeed, the
buying and selling of all kinds of jobs
is widespread in Thai society). It is
only when an official becomes too
greedy in his demands towards those
who use his 'services' or too stingy in
passing on some of what he has
'earned' to his clients and patrons that
he is considered corrupt.

R

AMILY FIRST: While what I
have described for Thailand is
applicable to most of Asia, it
should be noted that family loyalties

EASONABLE GREED: Control of the levers of political,
military and bureaucratic
power brings major monetary and sta-
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tend to be strongest in Vietnam and
China. In both countries the assumption char one's family is the only group
that can really be relied on results in an
Asian version of the 'amoral familialism' which Edward Banfield described
for rural Southern Italy. The basic
social. assumption
in such a society is
that one must
"[m]aximize the
material, shortrun advantage of
the nuclear family;
assume that all
others
will
do
likewise."
Thus, the primary moral imperative is to look after your own family;
the secondary (and related) imperative
is to seek out and behave in a similar
fashion towards patrons, clients and
connections which can promote the
well-being of yourself and your family.
Co-operation with the state and its
laws is, at best, a much lower priority;
indeed, the success of your family and
networks is often best promoted by
keeping the state at arm's length.
Certainly, co-operating with police
and other government officials against
one's ethnic fellows is a risky tack. In
doing so, an individual risks having
acts of vengeance directed at himself
and members of his family (it must be
remembered that in Asian communities threats to exact vengeance against
family members are commonly made
and seriously entertained).
Also, since the moral authority of
the larger society is often rejected,
and people may have lied to its agents
(in immigration, social services and
the taxation department), there is
always the fear of being 'turned in' (or
having someone in your family turned
in) if one co-operates with government authorities. Thus, by far the
best strategy vis-a-vis officials is to be
humble and polite, but, ultimately,
unto-operative.
Although Australian officials may
not be engaged in such blatant 'fran-
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chise' activities as are their Asian counterparts, they are agents of a regime
which is often paradoxically seen as
less moral than officials who charge
'bribes' for their services. The very
high Australian marginal taxation rate,
made worse by the fact that it 'kicks
in' at such low levels, is seen by most
Asians to violate
the doctrine of
`reasonable greed'.
In a sense, it represents a kind of collective moral corruption of Australian society in
which the proceeds of the efforts
of hard-working and clever people are
confiscated only to be handed over to
those who are unwilling to work (in
Asia, this category is often extended far
beyond what we would call 'dolebludgers' to include police, the military and most civil servants). As well,
it often seems that taxation policy and
public funds are directed towards
undermining that most sacred of institutions: the family.
Contact between Asians and
Westerners often results in each side
rejecting the other side's behaviour as
immoral, chiefly due to misunderstandings surrounding the morality of
family and other patron-client relationships. Thus, Vietnamese refugees
who fled Vietnam for the West did so
largely for reasons of filial piety that is, they left Vietnam so that they
would not only have better lives
themselves but would be able to support relatives left behind. Rather than
seeking assimilation into their new
countries as their first priority so that
they could become good Australians
or Americans, they sought to follow
strategies which would permit them
to send money to relatives back home.
Operating on the assumption that
such family obligations were universal, some refugees complained to private and government sponsors that
their relocation and language training

allowances were too miserly to permit
them to support their families in
Vietnam.
Thus, many Vietnamese in a Canadian refugee community studied by
one of my students convinced themselves that a government official whom
they had honoured and flattered outwardly (and whom they addressed as
'Daddy') was siphoning off Canadian
government monies meant for them.
Although the accusations were
patently unfounded, the official was
the object of vitriolic attacks by people for whom he had once been a
committed advocate. His insistence
that government funds were meant
solely for the refugees own adjustment to Canadian life, and that lie
could not make additional disbursements of funds for them to send to
relatives in Vietnam, fell on deaf ears.
To the Vietnamese, his appeals to
such legalisms provided clear evidence that he had violated his trust as
a patron and did not 'love' the Vietnamese people.
Triads thrive in social conditions
where the dominant culture is viewed
as distant and unacceptable. The perceived lack of moral legitimacy of
host societies and their institutions
provides fertile ground for criminal
activity. Even many individuals who
consider themselves law-abiding feel
compelled to transgress a myriad of
laws and regulation — especially, in
taxation, licence, immigration and
criminal matters — which they deem
unfair. Indeed, in their own societies,
such laws are not really taken seriously: they are seen as obstacles placed
before them by police and other government officials to force them either
to invoke their connections or to pay
a bribe. Evasion of laws deemed
immoral often forces ordinary people
to turn to 'fixers' or 'godfathers'
whose connections bridge the criminal and governmental worlds. Stich
people may deal in drugs and 'dark
influences,' but they understand the
moral world of their clients and are
men of action. •
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JOAN KIRNER'S VEHICLE TO GET MORE
(LABOR) WOMEN INTO PARLIAMENT IS NOT
DESIGNED TO SUIT LOCAL CONDITIONS.

•

Caution:
Q
i
N September 1995, Mary Beth
Cahill, the Executive Director
of Emily's List, rallied the
troops for America's looming
1996 election.
"We are actively seeking qualified
women candidates who are ready to
run. Some primaries will take place as
early as March, so candidates have got
to make the decision now, raise the
money and build name recognition.
It's that simple."
In the United States, where politicalcareers depend on individual candidates' financial backing and expensive

MARGARET FITZH X1:1:1 :uI

public-image campaigns, it is that
simple. With this backdrop, Emily's
List has become, in the words of The
lVall Street Journal, 'j... the biggest
magnet for women's money on the
political front ...... Its success has
prompted the Republicans to implement their own version.
Bur here in Australia, potential candidates face a vastly different preselection system. Would-be candidates don't
have to bring in their own campaign
funds or underwrite sophisticated image
and public-relations campaigns before
gaining party endorsement.
Despite this difference, Labor
women continue to push for an Aus-

tralian version of Emily's List. Former
Victorian Premier Joan Kirner has
been a vocal supporter, claiming that
it will ease women into parliament in
much greater numbers. So far she has
failed to explain how the scheme
could translate into Australia's political culture.
Emily's List aims to help women
run "stronger, smarter and more competitive campaigns" in three key ways:
O by organizing a national donor
network, with participants committed to making direct donations of $100 to at least two
Democratic women candidates;

Margaret Fitzherbert works as an industrial officer with an enrployerr' association.
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CAUTION: LEFT-HAND DRIVE
• by providing campaign support:
strategic research, issue analysis,
"message development, and
hands-on political support";
by mobilizing voter turn-out, particularly through absentee voting.
Emily's List is essentially a clearing
house for donations to female Democratic candidates. This is reflected in its
name, which stands for Early Money Is
Like Yeast (it makes the dough rise). As
the membership pamphlet explains:
"Emily's List takes a close look at
every race for the House, Senate
and Governor where a pro-choice
Democratic woman is running or
could win. We thoroughly assess
each candidate, campaign and
opponent, and if we consider a
campaign viable, recommend it to
our members.
Detailed campaign profiles give
members an overview of candidate
positions, records and races.
Members make their own decisions about which candidates to
support, and write checks for
$100 or more to at least two in
each election cycle. Checks are
written directly to campaigns, but

Joan Kirner's proposal to her
party's national executive is that a
"women only" fund be set up by the
executive, but should remain independent of it. The fund should be "maintained" by a group of trustees, who
would not necessarily be ALP members, but "managed" by cross-factional
ALP women. One hundred women are
apparently on stand-by to donate

No amount of money spent on building a public image could have
secured the preselection of female candidates in Williamstown or
Batman -- nor Jennie George's Senate bid.

$1000 each to kick off the fund, with
this money earmarked to "encourage,
train and promote" female candidates.
Kirner gained in-principle support
for her scheme from the national executive in March 1995, subject to consultations with State branches, but the
issue of control of the proposed body
remains contentious. Kirner is
believed to have privately warned that
if the fund has no autonomy, she will
pull out.
Leaving factions aside, money is
not the issue for Australian candidates

The possible ramifications of imposing an additional sectional
interest (women] over the ALP factional system are enormous.

channeled through Emily's List
for maximum political impact."

F

ACTIONAL COMPLICATIONS: One reason why Labor's
national executive in Australia
has dragged its heels in endorsing such
a program is that the possible ramifications of imposing an additional sectional interest (women) over the ALP
factional system are enormous.

^8

Dianne Feinstein when she recalled
that her opponent Michael Huffington
"... had 30 million to spend on winning the California Senate race. I had
Emily's List. That's why I'm still in the
United States Senate".
Aside from handing over donations, Emily's List provides professional training for candidates and campaign staff. Emily's List material

that it is for Americans. Australian parties pay for most campaign expenses.
Candidates inevitably incur costs,
ranging from their own donations to
lost income whilst on the hustings, bur
these pale beside the funds needed for
an American campaign. Some estimates have put the cost of a major
American State-based campaign at $5
million. The importance of Emily's
List in this context was summed up by

boasts that this training "has filled a
void in Democrat politics". Again, this
void does not appear to be present in
either of Australia's major parties.

R

EAL REASONS IGNORED:
The crucial issues for an Australian woman candidate are
being able to create a c.v. which can
match that of the male candidate, and
the preselection process itself. In latching on to Emily's List as the big solution, the ALP ignores these — just as
it did in implementing a gender quota.
Previous generations of women
lacked education and professional
experience comparable to their male
preselection opponents. Together with
family responsibilities and a less supportive social climate, any chance at a
credible, well-rounded candidacy was
usually stymied. With greater employment and educational opportunities,
many more women are now equipped
to oppose men in preselection on a relatively equal footing. But while we
have seen the beginning of significant
change, there has been no revolution.
Women remain a distinct minority in
most preselection fields.
Even if the ALP continues to
ignore the real issues that keep women
out of parliament, the nature of its preselection process highlights the irrelevance of Emily's List to Labour women.
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Recent ALP preselections have shown
again that factional deals really decide
who gets up. No amount of money
spent on building a public image could
have secured the preselection of female
candidates in Williamstown or Barman
--- nor Jennie George's Senate bid.

N

EW TECHNIQUES: Over
time, Emily's List has diversified to counter blocks to
women's political participation, other
than finance. The organization plans to
spend $10 million between now and
2000 on Women Vote! This is a grand scale
voter-contact program, based on the
belief that women prefer to vote for other
women, and on the 1992 election, when
59 per cent of non-voters were female.
The program was piloted in California in 1994. Emily's List contacted

newly-registered female voters who
voted in the 1992 presidential elections but not in the June 1994 primary. Each woman received a minimum
of two letters, two applications for
absentee voting, and two phone calls.
Of those targeted, 46 per cent voted.
Jane Harman is one candidate who
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benefited from the Women Vote! trial in
California. 16,000 women were contacted in Harman's district: those who
voted in the 1992 presidential election
but ignored the 1994 mid-term election. The direct-mail campaign consisted of four mail-outs (including a
letter from Hillary Clinton and, later, a

personalized application for an absentee vote) and two phone calls. In the
end, 1,749 of those women targeted
voted — enough for Harman, who had
trailed her opponent by 93 votes on
election night, to scrape through and
retain her seat in Congress.
As a direct-mail and follow-up
exercise this is impressive, but it is
only necessary where voting is noncompulsory and parties must expend
efforts on getting registered voters into
polling booths.
Emily's List is an impressive
political tool, carefully designed to
bolster inadequacies in the Democratic organization and the American
political system. Its greatest success
will be confined to countries with
political systems like that of the
United States. For like the implemenration of gender quotas, in Australia Emily's List would be a vague,
`feel-good' PR exercize rather than an
intelligent effort to target the underlying factors that keep Australian
women our of parliament. •
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Further Afield

.................................................................................................................................

IVEROILDING COMMUNFflY
T is no longer credible to argue char
high rates of violent crime, drug
addiction and teenage pregnancy
are responses to either economic
inequality or a lack of economic
opportunity. They are problems of
culture and can be traced directly to
the breakdown of certain institutions
— families, neighbourhoods, churches,
voluntary associations.
Bur how are these and other institutions of civil society to be rebuilt?
Does government have a role?
Government clearly has had a role
in undermining civil society. Fathers
were replaced by welfare cheques, private charities were displaced by government spending, religious volunteers
were dismissed as 'amateurs', whole
communities were demolished in slum
clearance programs. Rebuilding civil
society will therefore require limiting
government, so that civil society has
enough social space to resume its role.
But the retreat of government does
not automatically result in the regeneration of community. As in Russia, the
withdrawal of government may leave
anarchy in its train.
Governments cannot create communities, but they can actively take
the side of people and institutions who
are rebuilding their own communities
and who often feel isolated and poorly
equipped. This is the origin of the
'Project for American Renewal', a
package of legislative proposals developed in the United States by former
Education Secretary William Bennett
and Senator Dan Coats.
The centrepiece and symbol of the
package is the 'Comprehensive Charity
Reform Act'. It would allow individuals to donate $500 of their tax liability
to a private charity, redirecting the
equivalent of about eight per cent of
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federal welfare spending to institutions lighting poverty and other social
problems.
Unlike government agencies, charities often bring a spiritual vitality and
moral concern to their task. The
Gospel Mission in Washington, DC,
for example, has a success rate in drug
rehabilitation many times greater than
a comparable government program
three blocks away. The reason is, as one
former addict says, that when government programs take away the addiction they leave nothing in its place,
whereas the Gospel Mission tries to fill
the spiritual vacuum that drug addiction leaves.
`Civil Society?', Policy Review: the
Journal of American Citizenship,
Jan-Feb 1996.

NO RISK, N0. CAUTION
IRBAGS in cars do reduce the probability of death in a head-on colliion. But drivers of cars equipped
with airbags have more accidents than
others. Because these drivers think
they are safe, they drive more aggressively and take more risks than drivers
in cars without airbags.
This was the conclusion of economist Steven Peterson and his colleagues after they compared the personal injury and collision claims associated with airbag-equipped cars made
between 1989 and 1993 and nonairbag-equipped cars made between
those years. They found that the former were higher.
Moreover, after examining all driving fatalities in-Virginia from 1993
involving post-1989 passenger vehicles; they discovered that drivers with
an airbag were more likely to be killed
than drivers without one. In fatal accidents involving a car with an airbag

and a car without one, the driver with
the airbag was at fault nearly threequarters of the time.
"Maybe insurance companies
should place a surcharge on premiums
rather offering a discount for airbagequipped cars," comments Peterson.
S. Peterson et al in The Jon ma! of Law
and Economics, October 1995.
Reason, February 1996, page 14.

WOMENUN BUSINESS
are involved in 56 per cent
of Australian small businesses,
but relatively few play the leading role in managing the business. Small
businesses are often a family afh►ir; half
are mixed-sex partnerships, most involving husband and wife. Only six per cent
of small businesses are run by women
only, according to a survey of l ,200 randomly-selected proprietors of businesses
employing 19 people or fewer.
Women in small business are on
average six years younger and less educated than their male counterparts. Both
sexes work long hours, with male business proprietors averaging 61 hours a
week and their female counterparts averaging 52 hours.
Half of the women interviewed
agree that there is still a lot of prejudice
against women small business operators;
but very few felt chat they personally
had been affected by this. Eighty-six per
cent of the women surveyed believe that
being a woman makes no difference to
business dealings with clients, suppliers,
or ocher business contacts. A further five
per cent said it has a positive effect. Only
a small minority of small-business
women spontaneously mentioned their
gender as a factor which was limiting
their success in business.
Although four in ten women
thought that banks and other financial
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institutions were less sympathetic to
women than to men, 81 per cent were
happy with the service they received
(compared with 77 per cent of men).
Eighty-four per cent of the women
interviewed would recommend running
a small business to other women.
Small Business Index: A special Report on
Women in Business, Yellow Pages
Australia, February 1996.

S

in ten Canadians would like to
see the death penalty re-introduced, but a majority of parliamentarians oppose it. Opponents of
its re-introduction argue chat since
the death penalty was abolished in
1976 the murder rate has declined,
from 2.84 to 2.19 per 100,000. Capital punishment, they argue, is nor a
deterrent.
But these statistics are misleading. The death penalty was effectively
abolished in Canada not in 1976 but
in 1967 when it was restricted to
include only those murdering on-duty
police officers and prison guards.
During those years, Prime Ministers
Pearson and Trudeau made it clear
that, while it remained on the books,
capital punishment would never be
imposed while they were in office.
Between 1967 and 1975, the murder
rate in Canada increased 82 per cent.
The last time the death penalty
was actually imposed in Canada was
in December 1962. Between then
(when capital punishment was abolished de facto) and 1976 (when it was
formally abolished), the murder rate
rose 129 per cent.
The increase in the murder rate
may have other causes, but opponents
of the death penalty should stop
claiming that capital punishment is
no deterrent.
George Graham. `Capital Punishment No
Deterrent?', Fraser Forum, The Fraser
Institute, May 1995.
IX
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NE large theme which threatens to
divide the main parties in the
coming election campaign in
Britain is the share of GIDP that
should be absorbed by public spending. Mainstream Conservatives are
increasingly grouped around the view
(previously seen as extreme) that the
state's share of national income should
be cur from its current level of 40 per
cent to no more than 30 per cent.
In developed countries we take the
mega-state of today for granted. In fact
it is a relatively recent invention. A
hundred years ago governments in
industrialized countries absorbed only
about 10 per cent of GDP. Even as
recently as 1960, few developed countries exceeded 30 per cent.
Between 1870 and 1960,
improvements in a range of social
indicators — education, unemployment, infant mortality rates etc seem to justify the expansion of government intervention. Bur what about
since then?
A recent International Monetary
Fund paper argues that today's highspending nations have gained surprisingly little from the huge rise in public spending since 1960. For example,
,although most of the growth in government has come in social security
and other transfer payments, income
distribution has been little affected.
In 1990, countries with high-spending governments allocated 24 per cent
of their income to the poorest 40 per
cent of the population, whereas countries with small governments allocated 21 per cent of their income to the
same group. Such a small difference
hardly seems to justify the redirection
of an extra 20 per cent of GDP
through state hands.
This is particularly so since the
public sector seems to have expanded
at some cost to economic performance.
If the society-wide benefits of
government's share of the economy
exceeding 30 per cent are few, is it

politically feasible to reverse the
trend? Given that certain interest
groups have gained a great deal from
the growth of government, and that
areas of state funding like pensions,
education and health are highly politically-charged, reform is a politically
risky proposition, particularly if
undertaken rapidly.
The Independent (UK), 26 February
1996; Vito Thanzi and Ludger
Schuknecht, The Growth of Government and the Reform of the State in
Industrialized Countries,
IMF Working Paper December 1995.

T

Employment Contracts Act of
New Zealand restored contract as
the central feature of the employment relationship. It sought also to
promote freedom of association and an
efficient labour market. It has made a
considerable impact on the labour market and the New Zealand economy, but
its success would be greater were it not
for resistance to its implementation
from the judiciary.
Members of the judiciary need to
recognize that the separation of powers
is not a one-way track which operates
only to protect their independence.
Just as courts have no constitutional
authority to legislate, equally they
have no authority to interpret legislarion to make it accord more readily
with their own policy conceptions than
those of parliament. Yet this is what
they are doing.
The best solution would be to
abolish the exclusive employment
jurisdiction and the Employment
Court and modify the powers of the
Employment Tribunal. Employment
contracts should be treated like any
other contract. •
Colin Howard. Interpretation of the
Employment Contracts Act 1991.
NZ Business Roundtable, NZ Employers
Federation, December1995,
AE
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HE headlines said it all:
'PM's bold step into
Asia', 'Australia,
Indonesia join forces',
'Keating seals defence
deal'. Even before the text of the
treaty between Australia and Indonesia had been made public, the media,
like Pavlovian dogs salivating before
their master, were hailing Keating's
Asian strategy. This was a foreignpolicy triumph by a Prime Minister
focused on the big picture. Keating's
boldness and sense of movement
seemed to infect practically all except
the East Timor lobby. The media
demonstrated a tendency to admire
this assertion of executive (presidential?) authority just as they admired
the New Deal under Roosevelt and
the New Frontier under Kennedy. As
for the then-Opposition, they
appeared to be spooked by the fear of
being labelled anti-Asian, and were
content to offer general support with
minor reservations.
However, questions must be
raised about the manner in which the
agreement was negotiated, the way it
was announced, and its relationship
to existing defence arrangements.
These are distinct yet interrelated
issues.
BOLT FROM THE BLUE:
The agreement was
announced at a press conference and not in Parliament which had
risen for the summer recess just a

A

Christopher Carr is a Sydney-based observer
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of

week earlier. As with a number of the
`nation' statements, this is part of a
pattern in recent times and reflects
the decline in Parliament's status.
The failure of the Coalition to make
an issue of this may reflect public
indifference and cynicism. Too often,
parliamentary debate is avoided
unless the standing orders can be
manipulated to the Government's
advantage, and most policy debate is
subsumed to poisonous political
point scoring.
Ministerial policy statements to
Parliament should provide the opportunity for wide-ranging parliamentary debates. Foreign ministers
including Evatt, Spender, Casey, Barwick and Hasluck made policy statements giving details of the context
and assumptions which guided our
relations with other countries. Our
treaties and other bilateral relationships could be seen as reflecting
coherent public policy. They were not
bolts from the blue.
Hence the secretiveness (as distinct from normal confidentiality)
preceding the announcement of this
latest treaty is disturbing. Our existing treaty partners appear to have
been kept entirely in the dark. This
contrasts strikingly with the process
adopted for our most important security treaty, ANZUS. Sir Percy
Spender, Australia's foreign minister
at the time, showed the draft treaty
to Sir Esler Denning, who had been
sent to Australia by the British Gov-

ernment with a watching brief on the
Canberra discussions. Spender communicated the results of the discussions and the terms of the draft treaty
to the British Labour Government,
seeking not approval of the proposed
treaty, but a statement that the United Kingdom was not opposed to it.'
It was made clear that the American
alliance would not conflict with our
relationships with Britain or other

the Australian scene.
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THE SURPRISE TREATY

Australia's treaty with
Indonesia, although
hailed as a foreign-policy
triumph, raises important
questions about the

d

CHRISTOPHER CARR

Commonwealth countries. Such courtesies do not appear to be a priority
with our current government.
Both the ANZUS Treaty and the
later SEATO Treaty were the result of
the development of foreign policy
over a number of years. The sequence
of events is instructive. In 1946, the
Commonwealth Prime Ministers'
Conference agreed to strengthen
Commonwealth defence co-operation
as a necessary preliminary to a Pacific pact to include the United States.
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In the period January-March 1949,
the necessity for a Pacific pact was
urged by several leading Commonwealth political figures; on 9 January
by Peter Fraser, the Prime Minister of
New Zealand; on 17 February by
Menzies, then Leader of the Federal
Opposition; on 25 February by Eden,
then opposition foreign affairs
spokesman for Britain; on 14 and 15
March by Dedman, Australian
Defence Minister; and on 25 March
by Churchill. Dedman talked of a

process of treaty-making.
Pacific regional defence pact, similar
to the North Atlantic Treaty,
"embracing non-British as well as
British countries". After discussions
with Prime Minister Chifley in Canberra, Lord Listowel, British Minister
of State for Colonial Affairs,
announced on 20 March 1949 that
the foundations for a Pacific Pact
were laid during these discussions.'
The Menzies Government continued the quest for a Pacific Pact. In his
statement to the House of Representatives on 9 March 1950, Spender,
the new External Affairs Minister,
envisaged that Australia, Britain and
other Commonwealth countries
would form the nucleus for a Pacific
pact, which would include the United States. ; On the eve of his departure on 6 August 1950 for discussions in Britain and the United
States, Spender reiterated the necessity for a Pacific pact and hinted that
the formation of this pact would be
part of his mission.4
The essential themes of continuity and, dare I say it, openness of
Australian foreign policy, were
underlined in the parliamentary
debate on the bill to ratify ANZUS in
February-March 1952. Dr Evart, then
Leader of the Opposition, described
ANZUS as "a step forward" and
noted that the Chifley Government
had earlier "wanted a regional agreement of this kind". 5 In 1954, three
years after ANZUS, Australia, Britain,
New Zealand, France, Pakistan, the
Philippines, Thailand and the United
States signed the SEATO Treaty. This
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treaty was the culmination of a longdiscussed security policy. All the
ANZUS partners were also members
of this wider security alliance. In
terms of Australian policy, both
treaties were complementary.
Mr Keating's supposed diplomatic
coup thus raises fundamental questions.

fact, General Gration will be visiting — as will other representatives of Australia — a number of
countries to make clear what it
means. In fact, General Gration
will be travelling early next week
to a number of capitals — Washington, Tokyo and Beijing, Kuala
Lumpur, Singapore, Wellington,
Port Moresby — to explain the
background of the agreement in
person."

• Why were our existing treaty
partners neither consulted nor
even informed prior to the
treaty being announced?
Article 1 of the treaty states as
follows:
"The Parties undertake to consult at ministerial level on a regular basis about matters affecting
their common security and to
develop such cooperation as

The preamble to the treaty states
that "nothing in this Agreement
affects in any way the existing international commitments of either parry". If
this is the case, does the agreement
really mean anything at all? The
notion that a bilateral defence agreemenr of any substance with Indonesia
would have no impact on other near

Our existing treaty partners appear to have been kept entirely in the
dark. This contrasts strikingly with the process adopted dor our
most important security treaty, anzus.

It is inconceivable that the operation of this clause would not have an
impact on our other allies in the
region.
At the press conference on 14
December, Mr Keating was asked:

The Prime Minister replied:
"I have discussed this with the
United States Ambassador, and
we will be moving around ... in
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• What is the relationship of this
new agreement to the Australia-PNG Joint Declaration of
Principles and Agreed Statement of Security Cooperation?
The Declaration of Principles was
signed by the Prime Ministers of both
countries on 9 December 1987 and
amended by exchange of letters on I
June 1993 and I November 1993. The
Agreed Statement on Security Cooperation was signed on 2 September 1991.
Article 2 of the Indonesian agreement states as follows:
"The Parties undertake to consult
each other in the case of adverse
challenges to either party or to
their common security interests
and, if appropriate, consider measures which might be taken either
individually or jointly and in
accordance with the processes of
each party."

would benefit their own security
and that of the region."

"Prime Minister, have you discussed this [treaty) with any other
regional nations, or with the
United States, as we said we
would do in that strategic
review?"

and Indonesia will continue to build a
close and cooperative relationship".
But if this agreement does nor affect
our existing international commitments, how can it add to our existing
regional arrangements? Since any
external threat is not likely to be confined to Indonesia or to Australia, but
will have regional implications, any
response must involve other regional
countries, such as Singapore and
Malaysia, with whom we have long
standing security arrangements.

neighbours is surely absurd. Neighbouring countries will want to know
the impact of this new agreement on
our existing regional commitments.
What are our priorities? The Prime
Minister argues that, "the agreement
will reinforce the security of the region
as a whole by demonstrating to our
friends and neighbours that Australia

The most likely challenges to both
our countries will come from developments in Papua New Guinea and their
ramifications in Irian Jaya. The agreement does not clearly differentiate
between external and internal security
concerns. Any breakdown of order in
either Papua New Guinea or Irian Jaya
may provide "adverse challenges" to
each country's security interests.
In his press conference, Mr Keating stated that the Indonesian agreement was "in the same family of agreements as the Five Power Defence
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fulfilment of its requirements for entry into force
of this agreement."
Section 61 of the Constitution grants executive
authority to the Government to negotiate and
make treaties, and there is
no constitutional requirement for this treaty to be
ratified by legislation. Parliamentary debate and
scrutiny can be avoided.
However, it is of interest
that both ANZUS and
SEATO were confirmed by
specific acts of Parliament.
The seeming innocuousness of the text of the
agreement may reflect an
Agreement and our Joint Declaration
of Principles with Papua New
Guinea". This infers an equal political
commitment. However, under international law, the Declaration of Principles and the Agreed Statement on
Security Cooperation, not being
treaties, have lesser status. Is this
intentional?
• Why were negotiations apparently conducted outside normal diplomatic channels?
The negotiations with Indonesia
were conducted by General Gration,
the former Chief of the Defence Force,
who acted as Keating's personal emissary. This leads to the next question.
• Are there any other matters
surrounding this agreement
which have not been made
public?
Article 3 states:
"The Parries agree to promote —
in accordance with the policies
and priorities of each — mutually
beneficial cooperative activities in
the security field in areas to be
identified by the two Parries."

IPA Review Voi, 48/4, 1996

The notion that a bilateral defence agreement of any substance
with Indonesia would have no impact on other near neighbours
is surely absurd.

The level of military cooperation is
left undefined, but it may well be significant behind the scenes, and extend
beyond that demonstrated by the
recent joint military exercises.
In his press conference, the Prime
Minister stated chat the agreement
"doesn't have automaticity — it doesn't
have automaticity [sic}" and contrasted
this with the definite commitments of
the ANZUS treaty. This begs the question of substance and meaning. We
may well wonder why it took 18
months to negotiate.

absence of substance, a hidden agenda
or a pretence of agreement in the face
of differences of perspective. Ambiguities can lead to misinterpretation and
dangerous miscalculation. The
process of treaty-making should be
able to withstand critical exposure.
For these reasons, other than during a
wartime emergency, all treaties
should be subject to parliamentary
debate and ratification. •

• Will the treaty be complemented by any legislation?
P., Palrtrts anda Man, Collins,
1972, pp 267-268
Starke, J.G., The IINZUS Treaty Alliance,

Spender,

Article 4 states:
2

"This Agreement shall enter into
3
force on the date of the later notification by either Government of the 5

Melbourne University Press, 1965, p 22
Spender, P., op tit, p. 320.
Starke, J.G., op tit, p. 31
ibid p. 61
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THE QUALITIES WE REQUIRE FROM A COMPETENT DEFE

T

HE Department of Defence
spends around $10 billion
annually, somewhat more
than eight per cent of total
Federal outlays. As a proportion of
those outlays, the value has been
declining in recent years, pretty
much simultaneously with government undertakings to maintain or
increase them. The result is the
development of an Australian
Defence Force which is professionally
competent at the tactical level, reasonably well-equipped in some areas
but, overall, very small and incapable
of sustained operations.
Retired senior officers repeatedly
assert a need for greater resources;
but is this realistic? Is the $10 billion
annual outlay being spent effectively?
There is a strong case for arguing that
there is inordinate waste in the
defence administration that diverts
resources from the development of
the sort of force needed.
Criticizing bureaucracy is not
criticizing those individuals who staff
it. Bureaucracy is a system which
actually devalues people and their
skills. It employs competent, even
outstanding, people on trivial and
frequently unproductive tasks. It is
concerned with process rather than
performance. And all too often, it is
structured to restrict initiative and to
provide the grounds for punishing
the use of initiative if mistakes are
made.
Australian government offers
some remarkable contradictions. It

employs extremely talented peo
In the military at least, it values
sonal resourcefulness, initiative
improvization. Then it attempt!
control those qualities by an adn
istrative system which is ponder
rigid and costly, the very anrirh
of the personal qualities of its
people.
In the ADF it expects, for ex
pie, a bright, aggressive young I
tenant colonel to command
infantry battalion in action, bur t
posts him to an administrative p
don where he must conform to a
and demoralizing system wi
devalues his talents. The same cai
said of his naval and air force cc
terparts. These people who ci
from positions of great responsib
for people's lives involving
amounts of public money are sudc
ly turned into relatively low-g
bureaucrats performing tasks
which there is little or no real.
evaluation. The cost of bureaucrat
not merely a financial cost bt
human one because it is both sou.
and soul-destroying.

M

it was able to operate with the minimum of interference.
At that rime (1965), the RAN
was involved in two regional conflicts
(Vietnam and Confrontation), it was
overseeing the re-introduction after
almost 40 years of a submarine capability, the introduction of modern
missile-equipped ships, the introduction into service of the Australian-

ANAGEMENT EXPANSION: Thirty years ago,
the Australian Naval Staff
consisted of just 22 naval officers
with a civilian support staff of about
the same number. That group of people was responsible for operations,
plans, intelligence and force-development policy. Nominally subordinate to the Department of Defence,

Michael O'Connor is Executive Director of the Australian Defence Association. An earlier version

of

this article appeared in the Association's

journal, Defender.
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TURNING MILITARY PERSONNEL INTO BUREAUCRATS.

More and More Management
The strategies of the Navy's
Executive Sub-Program include:
• introducing modern
management systems;
• fostering the use of Navy's
management doctrine;

R
—

T

• exercising efficient and
effective leadership and
corporate management:
• public information;
• overseeing policy
development;
• supporting the Acquisition
and Logistics Program;
• enhancing Navy's linkage
with industry;
• contributing to the enhancement of joint programs with
selected regional countries;

IA/V

designed Ikara anti-submarine guided weapon — then the best in the
world — and it was pioneering the
deployment of high-performance aircraft on to a very small aircraft carrier. It was a lean, competent and effective management structure.
Today, there is no true equivalent.
Much of the responsibility for maritime operations, intelligence, plans,
force development and so on have
been absorbed into Headquarters,
Australian Defence Force (HQADF)
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— and properly so. Moreover, management concepts have changed.
Nevertheless, a very crude comparison can be made with the Executive
Sub-Program of the Navy Program.
(Even the terminology gives some
clue to the imposition of bureaucratic concepts.) The stated Objective of
the Executive Sub-Program is "to
ensure efficient and effective corporate management of the Navy Program". Its strategies are listed in the
box.

• ensuring that the Navy
program is efficiently and
effectively manned;
• refining processes for the
allocation of resources;
• enhancing the Navy's environmental awareness;
• fostering awareness for the
care of the Navy's people
and their families; and
• comparing the performance
of other Sub-Programs to
identify and adopt best
practice.
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Clearly, the Executive Sub-Program is concerned with management
performance. With limited exceptions (public information is one), it
does not actually contribute anything
unique to the Navy; it just tries to
make its processes more efficient. Yet,
on the figures provided in the Defence
Report, the Executive Sub-Program
employs 1,118 people and costs
$171.7 million. That amounts to more
than $150,000 per person compared
with a per capita cost of $52,000 spent
by each of the 8,544 people in the
Combat Forces Sub-Program — that is
those who go to sea or command them.
The Army and RAAF also have
Executive Sub-Programs operating in
much the same way as does the RAN
and Table 1 compares the three
together with their Combat Forces
Sub-Programs.
At HQADF level, the Personnel
Sub-Program includes such functions
as developing policy on pay and conditions, non-operational training and
education, and housing and accommodation. It also has operational responsibility for recruiting and for management of joint educational facilities
such as the Australian College of

How many is too many?
There can be no firm answer to the question of what is the correct
proportion of officers in the ADF (currently at 20 per cent of all
regular personnel). Overseas experience is not necessarily a good
guide. However, some illustrations are worth making. Ten years
ago, the United States had an officer proportion of around 13 per
cent which critics argued was too high. A figure of 11 per cent was
suggested as more realistic. Britain's proportion was 12.6 per cent
and Canada's 17.7 per cent. Two more extreme examples (and not
recommended for emulation) are the US Marine Corps with six per
cent and the German Army of World War I with three per cent;
nevertheless, these are hardly noted as militarily incompetent
organizations.

Misspending money is not the worst of its sins; misusing the
talents of some of Australia's best and brightest people is a much
greater offence.
Defence and Strategic Studies. Most of
the Sub-Program's responsibility is for
formulating rather than implementing
policy. Yet it still manages to employ
1,765 people at a per capita cost of

Navy Army RAAF
Staff - Executive Sub-Program

1,605

2,275

Staff - Combat Forces Sub-Program 8,544 27,875

10,668

Cost per capita Executive Sub-Program
Cost per capita Combat Forces Sub-Program

1,118

$153,586 $49,900 $69,037
$52,152 $23,900 $67,597

Table I
Notes:
• Combat Forces per capita costs are lower in part because the
bulk of their people are lower-ranked than those in the Executive
Sub-Program. On the other hand, they do include such costs as
fuel and ammunition.
• Per capita costs for the Army's Combat Forces Sub-Program are
lower because they incorporate reservists with their much lower
actual salary payments.
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$87,729. It has created a whole new
industrial relations industry in the
Defence Force, replacing a much more
human personnel tradition.
Casting the net a little wider, the
Civilian Personnel and Management
Sub-Program employs 722 people at a
per capita cost of $173,252.
Thus, just a few of the management policy functions of the ADF and
Defence Department employ just on
7,500 people (9.5 per cent of all fulltime military and civilian personnel) at
a total cost of almost $690 million (7.1
per cent of total defence outlays).
The key issue here is not to doubt
the competence or dedication of the
people employed. lr is to query
whether they are employed to the best
of their ability and whether a streamlining of some and elimination of other
processes might not produce a more
effective and cost-effective result.
NDER-EMPLOYMENT: At
30 June 1995, the regular
ADF had 11,775 officers
including those under training. This

U
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represented 20.1 per cent of all regular
ADF personnel. Ten years ago, the
ADF had 11,728 officers bur these represented just 16.4 per cent of a substantially larger ADF. Clearly the large
personnel reductions in the ADF in
recent years have been among the
junior ranks who do whatever fighting
is required.
Based upon figures from 1992
which are unlikely to be significantly
different, 36 per cent of the officer
corps would be majors or lieutenant
colonels, or their equivalents. Why
concentrate on majors and lieutenant
colonels? Officers at this level make up
the bulk of the administrators or senior
staff officers at ADF headquarters,
both in Canberra and elsewhere. If
there are insufficient billets for them at
unit level where they provide the key

officers and government ministers on
two grounds. One is that retrenchment
is expensive, although whether it is
more expensive than employing good
people in make-work tasks is doubtful.
The other reason given is that such
officers provide the basis of experience
for expansion in time of emergency.
The expansion-base argument is
specious. For one thing, expansion will
not be possible in the case of shortwarning conflict. In the case of longerwarning conflicts, those officers will be
increasingly unemployable in an
expanded force because of age and
diminished physical capability. The
experience of World War II where
many elderly Militia officers were
found to be unemployable in modern
warfare is nor to be ignored. It would
be far better to learn from the German

Clearly the large personnel reductions in the ADF in recent
years have been among the junior ranks who do whatever
fighting is required.
commanders or senior officers, they
have to be employed elsewhere or
retrenched. Moreover, anecdotal evidence suggests that there is actually a
shortage of junior officers and a growing inability to fill the billets open to
them in field units.
Retrenchment is opposed by senior
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Reichswehr example of training all
personnel for employment at one or
two ranks higher in an emergency. If
there is an under-employed surplus of
middle-rank officers, retrenchment
may be the better option, especially if
it is accompanied by a period with a
reserve of officers subject to recall.

In any case, a large surplus of middle-rank officers with a declining
number of field units means that, for
career purposes, most do not gain
enough experience in any one posting
to be as efficient as they ought to be.

A

NEW COMMAND SYSTEM: The Chief of the
Defence Force, General John
Baker, recently announced the establishment of a new theatre commander
to control ADF operations. This post is
long overdue but the bureaucratic
imperialists have prevented Baker,
supposing he wanted to, from dismantling some of the wasteful existing
structures. Instead, these single service
systems at the strategic and operational levels will be maintained, often
with a legal status that prevents the
joint commanders from exercising
their authority.
Not publicly announced was the
intention to acquire a number of
packaged command and control systems that will reduce the intellectual
input of commanders and their staffs,
making them slaves to a computer
which may be able to adjust to changing battlefield circumstances but will
certainly not be able to manage all.
Again, this is a victory for process
over individual skills. Even monkeys
could be trained to operate these
packages.
At 30 June 1995, there were 9545
ADF personnel serving in the Australian
Capital Territory, an increase of 24 per
cent over one year. By contrast, despite
the much publicized move of Army
combat units to the north, the numbers
posted to the Northern Territory and
Queensland actually declined in the 12
months to 30 June 1995. Indeed, only
Western Australia and the ACT showed
a net gain in posted ADF personnel, the
RAN being responsible for the growth
in WA as the Fleet Base grew.
Canberra also showed a substantial
growth in senior civilian employment
in the Department of Defence. Senior
Executive Service positions grew From
84 to 89 (out of 108 Australia-wide)
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while second-level Senior Officer
positions grew from 914 to 984.
In introducing his new command
arrangements (which are to take an
extraordinary four years and $500
million to put in place), Baker wants
to move the operational headquarters
away from Sydney and closer to Canberra, away from the units the headquarters will command, even further
from where the likely battle will be
and closer to the centre of (his)
power.
OST SAVING: If the officer
proportion in the ADF were to
be reduced to around 12 per
cent or about 7,000 overall, almost
4,800 vacancies for other ranks would
be created without increasing the size
of the ADF. As a result, there would
be no manning shortfalls in operational units and, indeed, it might be
possible to create more units.
The cost saving in salaries alone
of converting officer positions to
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other rank positions would be of the
order of $100 million annually.
If the reduction in officer numbers also allowed Defence to trim the
administrative policy Executive SubPrograms alone, there could be further cost savings (excluding salaries)
of the order of $250 million.
Reductions in such administrative
overheads (which themselves generate
administrative costs down the line)
could thus directly save around $350
million. It is difficult to imagine that
further savings could not be achieved
given not merely a rigorous analysis of
administrative tasks but also a greater
devolution of genuine responsibility to
talented people. Too many of these
spend an inordinate amount of time in
meetings arguing about the precise
meanings of words. All too often, that
process is no more than an attempt to
constrain the employment of ability,
training, initiative and resourcefulness,
qualities which are of increasing
importance in modern warfare.

A recently retired senior officer of
the Defence Department told me last
year that Defence was not short of
money, that it was simply unable to
use effectively the money it was
voted. The foregoing crude analysis
suggests that he was correct and that
the ADF would be far more effective
if it shredded the bureaucracy and
concentrated on producing greater
combat readiness.
No-one should underestimate the
difficulty of making the necessary
changes. The art of the true bureaucrat is the ability to prove' that black
is white or vice versa. Breaking this
expensive log jam will demand strong
leadership and that will have to come
from the political leadership if only
because the problem is not limited to
Defence.
No defence leadership can in justice go to the Federal Government
and ask for more money unless it can
show that what it is getting is being
spent productively. ■
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The 1996 IPA Review Reader Survey
In many ways, IPA Review is a different magazine today from 10 years ago, and it will continue to
evolve as public debate changes. To ensure that it evolves in the right direction I need the advice of you,
the readers. Would you mind taking a few minutes to fill in and return the following questionnaire?
Tell me what you like and don't like about IPA Review and how you think the magazine can be
improved. Included towards the end of the survey are a few questions seeking information which will
help us update our profile of IPA Review's readership. The questionnaire does not ask you to provide
your name, so any information that you do provide will remain anonymous.
Ken Baker

Looking at recent issues of IPA Review, how satisfactory do you find the following:

Poor
Letters
Fromthe Editor
Indicators
FurtherAfield
PressIndex
StrangeTimes
Reviews
IPAReview overall

q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

.............................

.............................

.............................
.............................
.............................
.............................

.............................
.............................

Fair

Good

Excellent

Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li

q
q
q
q
q
q
q

q
q
q
q
q
q
q

q

q

Li

Among those you view as 'poor' can you identify reasons (e.g. too technical,
superficial, biased, uninteresting, etc.)
How much do you read of IPA Review?

All q

6 or more pieces q

1-5 pieces q

None q

How do you usually obtain copies of IPA Review?

Personal subscription q
Via a company circulation list q
Complimentary q

Newsagent q
Other q

Who else usually reads your copy of IPA Review?

Spouse/Partner q
Colleagues/associates q
None of these q
IPA Review Vol. 48/4, 1996

Family/Friends q
Clients q
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THE 1996 IPA REVIEW READER SURVEY

1

How long have you been receiving IPA Review?
One year or less q

1-5 years q

more than 5 years q

What other IPA publications do you receive?

How do you feel about the extent of coverage of the following issues?
Too much

Not enough

Just right

Economics

q

q

q

The Environment

q

q

q

Industrial Relations

q

q

q

Health

q

q

q

Social Welfare

q

q

q

Education

q

q

q

Immigration

q

q

q

Constitutional Reform

q

q

q

Are there any issues in particular which you would like to see covered?

It has been suggested that the title of IPA

Review should change. Do you think this

suggestion is worth exploring?
Yes q

No q

Canyou suggest a better title?

Don't care q
.............................................................
.............................................................
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1

Which, if any, of the following publications do you read regularly?
The Australian

q

Quadrant

q

The Australian Financial Review

q

The Economist

q

The Independent

q

The Spectator

q

The Bulletin

q

Time

q

Working full-time
Not in full time work/other
Retired

q
q
q

Working part-time
A student

q
q

Are you currently:

1

What is your occupation?

Please place the category number which best expresses your response against each
of the following statements:
Strongly disagree: 1
Strongly disagree: 5

Agree: 2

Undecided: 3

Disagree: 4

Australia's current immigration rate is too high
On balance, over the past 25 years, feminism has improved the conditions
of women
Australia should adopt a zero-tariff trade policy
Pornography is available too freely
All government schools should be privatized
Corrupt business practices are a significant problem in this country
Our links with Asia are more important than our links with Europe
Australia's national interest should prevail over human rights
considerations in foreign policy
Heroin use should be decriminalized
Australia's health-care system works reasonably well
The policies of the Federal Coalition and those of the ALP are too similar
Australia should become a republic
Small business contributes more to Australia than big business
Ownership of Australia's media is concentrated in too few hands
Unemployment benefits are too generous
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q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
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Australia needs a Bill of Rights
Woodchipping in native forests should be phased out

q
q

Laws against racial discrimination are unnecessary in Australia

q

Male q

Female q

Under 25 q

35-44 q

55-64 q

25-34 q

45-54 q

65+ q

am

1
1

Age:

To what level are you formally educated? ...................................................
Approximate household income (gross):
Up to $30,000 q
$30,000 to under $50,000 q
$50,000 to under $100,000 q
$100,000 to under $150,000 q
$150,000 and over q

1
1

No q

In the last two years have your travelled overseas? Yes q
Business q

Leisure q

Yes q

No q

Business q

Leisure q

In the last year have you travelled interstate?

Li

Have you used a computer in the last week?

Yes q

No

Do you have a computer at home?

Yes q

„■

Do you use the Internet?

Yes q

T,

■

Please return this survey to:
Dr Ken Baker, Editor, IPA Review, Institute of Public Affairs
128 Jolimont Road, Jolimont Vic. 3002. Tel: (03) 9654 7499 Fax: (03) 9650 7627
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VERN HUGHES
Unlike the ordinary punter, State governments are virtually guaranteed of high returns from the
gambling boom. But should government be a player at all?

OR better or for worse, Victoria's wowser image has finally
been laid to rest. The spectacle
of long queues of citizens
waiting to part with hard-earned cash
at casino tables and gaming machines
signals the end of a long era of
attempted moral prescription through
government regulation of leisure. In
this referendum, large numbers of citizens have voted with their feet.
It is a spectacle that also symbolizes the end of Victorian values in
another sense — the culture of thrift,
self-provision and reward for hard
work born of mid-19th-century optimism and faith in self-improvement. If

the friendly society embodied Victorian values at the close of the last century, might not the casino be a fitting
symbol of our changing values at the
close of the 20th?
In Britain, the United States and
Australia, the gambling boom in the
1990s has surpassed all expectations.

In the last year, Britons spent four
times more on lottery tickets than on
their collective consumption of tea. In
the United States, casinos have proliferated in cities and towns whose citizens once ventured to the desert of Las
Vegas. In all Australian States, casinos
and 'pokie parlours' have struggled to
keep pace with popular demand.
The ethical and public policy
issues generated by the gambling
upsurge are complex. Is the gambling
boom a harmless shift in recreational
tastes or a symptom of cultural malaise
and the continuing dissolution of
social bonds? Is it rational economic
activity? If individual gamblers are

Vern Hughes is completing a doctorate at the University of Melbourne on the history of volunteerism in Australia and is a Director of the
Co-operative Federation of Victoria. With Ken Baker he is planning a study of Australian voluntary associations.
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responsible for their own fate, what of
their families? Should governments tax
gambling activity? How should it be
regulated?

A

HISTORY OF POLITICIZATION: Australia's historical
experience in this field, as in
many others, has been shaped by a
curious faith in government as arbiter,
regulator and provider. Until the
1880s, diverse attitudes to moral matters (gaming and betting, Sunday
observance, temperance and liquor
consumption) co-existed relatively
peacefully in the Australian colonies,
with differences in moral conviction
respected. From the 1890s onwards,
with the extension of state functions
and a burgeoning protectionist outlook, differences in moral conviction
became increasingly expressed in competing visions of social regulation by
the state. Tolerance of plurality gave
way to politicized controversy. To be
sure, this politicization was exacerbated by religious sectarianism, but the
outcome by 1914 was unambiguous:
divergences in moral conviction and
social practice in matters such as gaming, betting and the consumption of
liquor were now played out at the level
of the state in the form of political
argument about the manner and extent
of state regulation.
The NSW Gaming and Betting
Act of 1906 typified the kind of regulatory mechanism spawned in this
period. Betting was prohibited in
streets and hotels, and at sporting
facilities other than licensed racecourses: subsequent debate took the form of
attempts to revise clauses of the Act in
favour of more or less prohibited sites
or more or less licensing. Even W.H.
Judkins, Methodist layman, parliamentarian and the leading figure in
pre-war Christian social reform, conducted his battle on these terms.
The phenomenon of 'wowserism'
was born of this period's ferishization
of social regulation through the agency
of the state. Affirmations of moral
community and virtuous individual
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THE TAX TAKE

Gambling taxes as a percentage of State government tax receipts
(1994-95):
14

6
4

0
NSW Vic
QLD WA
SA

TAS
NT ACT

Total tax on gambling at all levels of government (1994-95):
$2,967 million, which is 2.0 per cent of all tax revenue.
Source: Taxation Revenue Australia 1994-1995. ABS Cat. No. 5506.0

WHERE THE lAX REVENUE IS SPENT

As at November 1995 in Victoria, $150 million of government revenue
from gambling had been allocated as follows (percentage of the Community
Support Fund):

Tourism (6.7)
Arts (10.5)'
Sport & Rec (40.3)
Youth Affairs (11)

Problem Gambling (i4.3)

---Community Services (31.6)

Source: The Age. `Gambling funds diverted to elite swimming pool', 23 January 1996.
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RUINING YOUR LIFE"•
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The State should not
impose upon civil society
either a sponsorship of
gambling or a crusade
against it.

conduct which made no claims upon
the state could rarely be heard amidst
the din of politics. Non-state-based
approaches to the peaceful co-existence
of diverse moral communities were
displaced from centre-stage.
This brief review of our historical
experience suggests three insights
which might be considered in framing
a response to the current gambling
upsurge. The first is a recognition that
attitudes to gambling are drawn from
diverse cultural and moral traditions
and are intrinsically incommensurable.
The English social theorist John Gray
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has argued that incommensurability
among values (nor to be confused with
moral relativism or scepticism about
values) is an irreversible feature of contemporary Western societies: divergent
and conflicting moral commitments
are not susceptible to rational arbitration. The idea chat reason might
resolve, once and for all, a value conflict in a matter such as gambling,
should be abandoned.
The second insight is a way of managing the first. Diverse moral communities should be encouraged in their
moral commitments and bound togeth-

er by their subscription to what Michael
Oakeshott, another English social theorist, calls a set of non-instrumental rules
which permit civil association and
peaceful co-existence. To be credible,
such rules must nor favour any specific
enterprise. In short, the state should not
impose upon civil society either a sponsorship of gambling or a crusade against
it: to take either of these courses is to
subvert the state's non-instrumentality
and thus to jeopardize the possibility of
peaceful civil association.
The third insight to be drawn
from our history is that civil society is
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the preferred and most productive
arena in which individuals and groups
should seek to persuade each other of
their particular moral commitments.
Where such persuasion is attempted
through the state, a rancorous public
culture is usually the consequence.
Moreover, in liberal democracies social
and moral reform movements can only
achieve an abiding success if they originate in and suffuse civil society
through the winning of freely-given
assent: ascendancy that is dependent
upon the state for authority is usually
temporary in nature and usually incites
counter-reaction.
These three insights suggest some
useful starting points for policy-makers
kind of state interventionism: the casiand community leaders. It is not the
nos are state-sanctioned, privatelybusiness of government to encourage
owned, monopoly enterprises — highor discourage gambling. If individuals
ly centralized, highly taxed, highly
wish to engage in gambling activity promoted and intimately connected
for purposes of their own choosing,
with industry-development objectives
in tourism and entertainment. Thus
that is their business. If individuals
and organizations wish to provide privately-owned casinos have been
opportunities for gambling, that too is
encouraged by State governments to
their business for so long as they do not
develop as lavish, multi-purpose enterbreach the criminal or
tainment centres,
commercial law. The
oriented to the
promotion of gamburgeoning Asian
This is a model of
bling for tourism or
tourism markers.
development which,
entertainment purposCasinos
could
es may properly be the
conceivably operin other fields,
province of private
ate in corrugated
organizations coniron sheds, but
would
attract
the
label
cerned with those purthis is not, apparposes, but it cannot be
ently, what gov`corporatism'.
the province of governments want.
ernment. To make it
This is a model of
so would render govdevelopment
ernment an instrument of those purwhich, in other fields, would attract
poses, in which case it ceases to comthe label 'corporatism'.
mand a claim on the allegiance of all of
There are two reasons why governits citizens and their diverse moral
ments have preferred this centralized
communities.
model. The first is that it maximizes
revenue. Gambling which previously
ORPORATISM: It is clear,
took place in private settings or in small
however, that State governunauthorized establishments was not
ments of all persuasions are
taxed: the more of it that takes place in
now busily engaged in the promotion
casino venues, the greater the tax take.
of gambling for revenue-raising and
Moreover, the greater the degree of centourism-development purposes. The
tralization in authorized establishments,
rise of the casino in the 1980s and
the lower the monitoring costs and
1990s has embodied a new and curious transaction costs in revenue collection.

C
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The second reason given for centralization is that it enables a greater containment of the criminal activity that
is inevitably drawn to gambling enterprises, particularly through a close
monitoring of enforcement procedures
against patrons owing money.
It is a matter of individual judgment as to whether the crime-containment rationalization is a sufficient justification for the practice of granting
private enterprises monopoly rights
sanctioned by the state — rights
which effectively issue to the owners of
casinos a licence to print money. An
open market approach with a system of
licensing for competing establishments would also permit the exclusion
of known criminal participation; and
competition, in this field as in others,
would generate some limitation on
malpractice and excessive profits. It
would be more difficult, in an open
marker, to police malpractice in
enforcement procedures, but whether
this difficulty compensates for the corruption . of public authority that is
incurred by the sanctioning of private
monopoly is questionable.
It might also be argued by supporters of monopoly that competition
would force establishments to woo new
customers into gambling activity, and
not simply strive for an increase in
market share. In reality, this process is
already under way: aggressive marketing campaigns are being waged by
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VICTORIAN SURVEY
•••••••••••♦♦•••♦
V Estimated total weekly expenditure on
gambling in Victoria:

$88.6 million
On cards: $29.6 million
On Tatts/Oz Lotto: $15.7 million
On Electronic Gaming (poker)
Machines (EGMs): $13.1 million
At the casino: $1 1.2 million
On horse racing: $8.4 million
AThe most popular forms of gambling
(percentage of adults participating in the
past 12 months):

Tatts/Oz Lotto
Scratch lotteries
EGMs
Casino
Horse racing

casinos, Tattslotto, the TAB, gaming
machine venues and even the more
traditional gambling forms such as
harness racing. Television advertising
campaigns by these agencies frequently target new markets, particularly young people and women.
However one might assess the
crime-containment argument for the
corporatist model, it is clear that the
latter represents a concerted drive by
governments to grow and harvest
gambling activity for revenue-raising
purposes. At the end of the day, it is
simply nor possible for a government
to maintain a credible stance of neither encouraging nor discouraging
gambling while it holds a financial

the Kennett Government, although
the notion of chasing gambling revenue was the creative contribution of
its predecessor. To ease its qualms in
doing so, the Kirner Government
introduced a Community Support
Fund levy on the increased gambling
revenue it created: the stared aim was
to fund a television advertising campaign warning citizens of the dangers
of addictive gambling and to provide
counsellors for its 'victims'. Not to be
outdone, the Kennett Government
promptly spent a portion of this levy
sponsoring a yacht race in San Diego
(the Australian America's Cup challenger) along with a wide range of
government-designated worthy pro-

interest in increased levels of gambling activity (through taxes and
licence fees). While they retain such
interests, governments of all political
persuasions will continue to rub their
hands with glee at increased volumes
of gambling activity.

jects. It resolved to abandon the television advertising campaign on the
grounds that it might possibly dissuade some gamblers from gambling,
and then did an about-face and reinstated it following concerted public
criticism from churches.
These policy farces are the
inevitable consequence of increasing
government dependence upon gambling-derived revenue. Whatever the
insufficiencies of the revenue base
curently available to State governments, the pursuit of gamblingderived revenue (over and above uniform taxation on income or expenditure) is not compatible with government declarations of neutrality in
relation to moral arguments about
gambling. A commitment by government to forfeit potential revenue from

60
35
32
21
15

4Percentage of adults estimated to be
regular users of the casino or EGMs [at
' least once a month): 15
• Percentage of regular users of EGMs
or the casino who report an increase in
their gambling expenditure after the
introduction of EGMs or the opening of
the casino: 56
• Casino user's average outlay per visit:

$57 (males: $81; females: $35)
A (GM user's average outlay per visit

$32
►Community views about gambling:

13 per cent believe that gambling
does more good for the community
than harm
63 per cent say that gambling is a
serious social problem
64 per cent say that gamblingrelated problems have worsened in
the last three years
Source: DBi1 Consultants Pty Ltd, Survey of
Co wnunity Gambling Patterns. Victorian
Casino and Gaming Autho rity, December 1995.
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[PARTISAN PUSH: The
point is well illustrated by the
actions of two Victorian governments in the last four years. In
Victoria, the gambling push was
begun in the dying days of the Kirner
Government and was driven by its
financial mismanagement. In pursuit
of a 'gambling-led recovery', poker and
gaming machines were permitted south
of the Murray, and an in-principle
approval was granted for a casino.
This process has accelerated under
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Such is the loss to our culture of a once elaborate moral
and cultural discourse on individual character that even
Protestant churches can no longer discern the relevance,
let alone the primacy of individual character to the
gambling question.

do

activity which causes no demonstrable
harm to most of its participants other
than the voluntarily-incurred loss of
money.
Calls for restrictions upon the
location of gambling facilities face
similar difficulties. A good case may
be made for a licensing process as a
means of permitting communities to
express opinion about the location of
gambling facilities, but arbitration in
such matters remains a notoriously
difficult exercise. Gaming machines,
for instance, might be thought by
some to be undesirable in shopping
centres, though facilities such as
Tattslotto and the TAB currently
grace our suburban shopping strips
and community centres.
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AXES AND TRANSFERS: In
the end, the only sure means of
curbing government promotion of gambling is the removal of
specific gambling taxes. There is
nothing intrinsically virtuous in
transferring via the taxation system
revenue derived from gambling
sources to fields such as welfare and
the arts. It is true that many charities
and welfare agencies derive funds
from gambling sources. But it is
important, here, to distinguish
between revenue raised through
means such as lotteries run directly by
charities for their own benefit, and
revenue raised by governments from
gambling sources which are then distributed by governments to charities.
The former is a tried and true method
of fundraising for charities which
maintains autonomy and extends
their community presence. The latter,
on the other hand, hides charities
from community presence, masks
their reliance upon voluntary support,
and furthers dependence upon government. It also entails an intrinsic
paternalism based on judgments
about which agencies are worthy of
support — judgments which are
properly the province of individuals
and Communities in civil society.
If governments are to derive revenue from specific gambling sources,
it is preferable for such revenue to
make its way into general government
funds, where it is distributed anonymously, rather than be ear-marked for
'virtuous' purposes.

C

HURCH AND STATISM: In
making their judgments about
gambling, individuals and
communities (as distinct from governments) should be encouraged,
throughout the institutions of civil
society, to consider the ethical, social
and financial aspects of gambling
activity. One of the historical consequences of the fetishization of regulation and the politicization of debate
has been a profound cultural loss of
non-state methods of encouraging

IPA

reflective, virtuous, individual conduct. This is clearly evident in the
1990s in the contribution to the gambling debate of the Anglican and
Protestant churches.
It is characteristic of recent
church pronouncements to attribute
all blame for the gambling upsurge to
government, with virtually nothing
said about the responsibility of the
individual and their communities.
The language of victimization permeates this field as in many others: indi-

But the churches are not alone.
Voluntary associations, business organizations, friendly societies and credit
unions should all be active participants in the debate about gambling
and its connection with now old-fashioned notions such as thrift, selfrestraint, the virtue of voluntary saving, and the importance of vigorous
community life in sustaining selfreliant and generous individuals. Yet,
almost without exception, these institutions have made no contribution to

In the end, the only sure means of curbing government
promotion of gambling is the removal of specific
gambling taxes.

viduals with gambling habits are now
`victims' requiring welfare support
and advocacy on their behalf. The
means: prophetic criticism of government. The solution: re-regulation by
government.
Such is the loss to our culture of a
once elaborate moral and cultural discourse on individual character, that
even Protestant churches can no
longer discern the relevance, let alone
the primacy, of individual character to
the gambling question. The habits of
statism have become entrenched in
the most unlikely of quarters.
Misplaced state interventionism
in the gambling boom of the 1990s
has, in part, incited the state-centred
contributions from the churches. For
this reason, recovery of a non-instrumental conception of government is
the first requirement for seeing a way
through this mutual muddle. The
churches have much to gain from this
exercise: with government out of the
gambling equation, churches could
get on with their proper business of
nurturing generous and responsible
individual lives and attending to
individual vulnerabilities.

Review

Vol.

the community debate — a debate
which is crucial to the formation of
opinion and moral commitment in
civil society. A vicious circle is created: many institutions are content to
leave the matter to government; leaving it to government ensures a weakening of moral commitments in civil
society; a weakening of commitments
in turn generates social phenomena
for which 'reformers' turn again to
government. And so it goes on.
The discourse on individual character has been eroded by many factors,
but the most important of them has
been the emergence of a ubiquitous
state-managed utilitarianism. Governments which promote gambling
for revenue-raising and development
purposes are acting in full accord with
the Australian utilitarian tradition.
On this issue, as for many others,
the traditions of limited government
and state-managed utilitarianism present themselves as conflicting political imperatives. •
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Additional research:
Benedict Davies
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COMMUhI
EVERALD COMPTON
APPROACHED CREATIVELY, PHILANTHROPY HAS BENEFITS FOR THE GIVER
AS WELL AS THE RECEIVER, AS A NUMBER OF LEADING COMPANIES ARE
BEGINNING TO DISCOVER.

A

great many pages have
been written advising
not-for-profit organizations on how to gain
funding from corporations. Occasionally, in
business magazines, articles appear
advising corporations on how to handle the growing number of requests for
funds that they receive. But no one,
to my knowledge, has ever outlined
strategies for corporations to follow
in practising philanthropy in a proactive way.
Most executives view corporate
giving only as a debit item in the
profit and loss account, there solely as
the result of unavoidable community
pressure. They fail to recognize that
proactive philanthropy can have benefits for their company.
The key to reconciling philanthropy with shareholders' interests is
the formation of community partnerships. From such partnerships both
partners can benefit: charitable institutions can grow and companies can
improve productivity, build community trust to help them weather a

public relations storm when it
strikes, or in other ways gain a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
A community partnership is a
close relationship between a company
and a not-for-profit institution, in
which the company agrees to contribute human and financial resources
to the development of the institution
on terms acceptable to both, so that
the institution can produce better
results for society. In return the institution might agree to work with the
company to enhance its public image
or to co-operate with the marketing of
its products in ways which will not
compromise the integrity of either
the company or the institution.
The best way to demonstrate how
community partnerships can work is
through examples. One or two of
those which follow are actual community partnerships; others have the
potential to grow into partnerships.
None is the final word. They are presented to stretch the corporate imagination. The ingenuity of people has
yet to be fully exercised in this area of

)c13)^'D

Everald Compton AM has spent the last four decades working as a consultant to the not for-profit
industry in Europe, North America, Australasia and Africa. This article is partly derived from his
recently-published book, The Generosity
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Profit, Boolarong Press.
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Corporate philanthropy policy
can play a crucial role in
building the staff morale that
.
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is essential to a successful
enterprise.
human endeavour. I believe that by
the turn of the century, some striking
community partnerships will have
been implemented which will set the
trend for a very innovative 21st century. I foresee a revolution in the way
that business and the community
relate to one another and work
together for the prosperity of both.
LY CATHEDRAL: A television
series produced by the BBC
rated Ely Cathedral, located in
the Fens, just north of the university
city of Cambridge, as one of the two
finest cathedrals in the world. A few
years ago, Ely was seeking funds for
the restoration of its magnificent fabric, which dates from Norman times. I
was delighted to be entrusted with the
management of the campaign.
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The Jaguar Rover Company in
Coventry wanted to promote its latest model Jaguar in a way that was a
little different from the ordinary. So,
it decided to make a generous gift to
the cathedral in return for launching
its new model at a special function at

ing of museums and cathedrals around
the world, many of which attract
tourists and have the capacity to
attract more.
Anything which boosts tourism
increases the use of American Express
cards and travel services. It's a natural

Most executives view corporate giving only as a debit item
in the profit and loss account. They fail to recognize that
proactive philanthropy can have benefits fortheir company.

the cathedral. The resultant press
and advertising pictures were captioned: "Two magnificent pieces of
engineering". All that happened was
that a few good photographs of the
Jaguar were taken on the front lawn
of the cathedral, with the cathedral's
magnificent tower framed in the
background.
It was an effective piece of marketing and both sides won. The VIPs
who attended the champagne party
in the grounds of the cathedral were
mightily impressed too.
This isn't an example of a longterm community partnership — it
was a single transaction. But, it had
the potential to develop into a partnership if both parties had taken it
up at the time. They should have,
even though Jaguar is now owned by
Ford, and Rover is a separate entity.
Incidentally, Ely, like all other
cathedrals in Europe, will require
funds forever for the never-ending
job of restoration. Cathedrals would
make ideal community partners;
they provide splendid potential for
promotion and marketing.

A

MERICAN EXPRESS: A classic example of the niche marketing of philanthropy to
expand a product's market is American
Express. Its giving programs have
placed a major emphasis on the fund-
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partnership. American Express should
and will do more of it. Similarly, cathedrals and museums should start to court
potential partners in the travel industry.

A

RTHUR ANDERSEN:
Arthur Andersen, chartered
accountants and management
consultants, has hundreds of offices
spread over every continent. The company also has a remarkable philanthropic policy.
In biblical style, the partners
tithe their incomes and give money
away to causes which they select. In
addition, the company gives free professional services to some causes. Last
year, the partners gave away $US 50
million worldwide, plus the value of
their honorary services. That's a significant show of social responsibility
in anyone's language and has set the
pace for other professional firms to
follow. Their efforts are currently the
talk of the town.
The philanthropic activity of the
partners gives the company an impressive, unique profile and the partners
say that they get value for money. The
people who serve on the boards of the
institutions helped by Arthur Andersen are very often business people.
Invariably they ensure, without being
asked to do so, that the company has
the opportunity to render for work
when it arises in their businesses.

It's a splendid example of a Firm
being proactive in planning its future
in the community and getting real
advantages from it. Arthur Andersen
has, in fact, formed hundreds of small
Community partnerships.

W

OOLWORTHS: Woolworrhs is a major retailer
of food and household
goods with some 1000 outlets located
across Australia. The company started
in 1924 and, apart from a brief period
during the tumultuous 1980s, has
remained an Australian listed public
company. Its management structure is
decentralized, allowing State Divisions
considerable autonomy.
In the late 1980s, following a proposal by the Brisbane Royal Children's
Hospital Foundation, a pledge was
given by the Queensland Division to
assist in a major fundraising program to
build a new medical wing. A marketing
campaign was linked to the Foundation
under the name 'Care for Kids and the
Woolies team went into action.
Between staff, customers and suppliers over a five-year period some $3
million was raised. It was not a gift in
the pure sense of the word, but rather
a cause-related marketing exercise and
a classic illustration of philanthropy
and prosperity being linked
The Hospital Foundation created
the idea and Woolworths determined
the methodology. Now the new medical wing proudly bears Woolworths'
name and future generations of sick
children are the beneficiaries.

C

OLES MYER: Australia's
retail giant and Woolworths'
competitor Coles Supermarkets implemented an innovative partnership with schools. Schools which
chose to participate had the opportunity to gain valuable computers and
software products.
Coles Supermarkets initiated the
scheme. It purchased the Applemac
computers and contacted the schools
inviting them to participate. In order to
receive a computer or software product,
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parents and students from the participating schools had to collect dockets
from Coles supermarkets. When the
dockets amounted to a certain total
the school would send them to Coles
Myer.
The result of the partnership is
that Coles S=supermarkets get a
direct boost in sales, and the schools
get much-needed computer equipment. It's a good arrangement and
everyone wins.
BM: Recently, the Harvard Business Review rated IBM as "the
most impressive player in international philanthropy". Its philanthropic
programs have done much to aid the
handicapped.
Their impact is particularly evident in Japan where they have helped
IBM achieve a status higher than any
Japanese rival. IBM builds hardware
and software for the handicapped and
goes out of its way to employ people
with disabilities.
IBM hasn't formed a community
partnership with any particular institution which works among the handicapped, but it has created a reputation
of being a benefactor and partner of the
handicapped.

M

CDONALD'S: McDonald's
is known around the world
to an extent which is second
only to Coca-Cola. It has a strong community policy, implemented with skill
and enthusiasm by its franchisees.
The franchisees invite all schools
and youth groups in their areas to
have fund-raising functions at
McDonald's and they co-operate by
offering cost savings and benefits to
make sure that all functions are financially successful.
McDonald's is widely accepted as
a responsible corporate citizen, so
much so that when it got into trouble
with environmentalists about its
packaging, the community instantly
forgave it. The company had built up
a bank of goodwill, which it can draw
on when necessary.
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The over 160 Ronald McDonald
Houses around the world are also testimony to the company's philanthropy. In Australia there are more
Houses per capita than in any other
country. Funding not only comes
from the McDonald's corporation,
which pays for the management and
running of each House, but also
through cause-related marketing
done by the franchisees. This has the
added benefit of bonding the fran-

gets involved in philanthropy, even
though many employees were not
kept informed of exactly what their
company did in the area.
There is an enormous capacity to
increase that percentage if employees
are encouraged to become partners
with their employers as volunteers in
a community partnership. Involving
staff in company efforts in the community can play a key part in welding
employees into a proud family ----something that has
become more difficult as companies
become leaner and
meaner, and jobs
become less secure.

S IT CHARITY?:
Some will say
that community
partnerships are not
examples of charity.
They will declare
that they are business, purely and simply, and that they
will surely sound the
Ronald McDonald House at Monash Medical Centre provides death knell of philanthropy in the form
accommodation for families of children facing life-threatening
that, in their minds,
diseases or undergoing long-term hospital treatment.
God intended chisees together as a team. Ronald
someone is in need and someone else
McDonald Houses are for all intents
selflessly responds without thought of
and purposes community partnerships.
reward. They will wonder why comThe only difference is that they were
panies just can't be generous for the
set up by McDonald's rather than by a
good of their own souls, if indeed
not-for-profit charity.
companies have souls.
The reality is that, although managers and directors have civic responTAFF MORALE: One important
sibilities, their main responsibility is
benefit of corporate philanthropy
to their shareholders. What I am
is its effect on attitudes to the
arguing is that the two responsibilicompany among the company's own
employees.
ties need not be incompatible, and
A study recently sponsored by
that managers and directors will
become more benevolent if they can
whisky company 'Chivas Regal has
shown that corporate philanthropy
see how that benevolence will benefit
their shareholders, as well as benefit
policy can play a crucial role in buildthe community. The great thing about
ing the staff morale that is essential to
community partnerships is that the
a successful enterprise. The study
gains are not one-sided: the not-forshowed that the loyalty of more than
profit institution and the for-profit
50 per cent of employees to their comcompany can both prosper. •
pany increases the more the company
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In our family,
we don't know
the names of all
our children.
But, with your help, one da y we will.
Open Family estimates there are 5(1(1!1
street kids in Australia. At present we are
working with hundreds of them in
Melbourne, S y dne y , Brisbane, Canberra and
Alhurv.
Open Fancil y provides individual care and
unconditional support to these children,
"on the street", 24 hours a clay, seven days a
week.
We don't accept that street kids are an
itnev'itable part of today's societ y . We
ntaitttain the problem can be solved. But onl%,
by grassroots. cotnttion-sense methods which
recognise these children as individuals, rather
than as groups which need special
go Vernntettt handouts and expensive
welfare programs.

worker providing incliv v idttal support to the
same street kid was just 53183.
Through nearly 211 y ears experience
working on the street with these children,
Open Famil y knows that every child has the
chance to survive and prosper in societ y despite their circumstances or history.
But then can't make it on their own.
Open Family provides the support these
children desperately need. But we need
support, too.
If y ou would like to help Open Fancily
meet the faces and learn the names behind
the nation's homeless children statistics,
contact us tin (03) 9699 5588, or write
to cur Chief Executive Officer,
Nathan Stirling, at PO Box 1 170,

South Melbourne, Victoria, 3205.

Studies have shown that each street kid
costs the cotttrnuuit y an average of SSl),Oflfl
each year through their involvement in the
justice, health and welfare s y stems. In
1994/1995. the cost of an ()pen Famil y street
AUSTRALIA

Political correctness may be inhibiting public debate in the English-speaking world, but
the French are thumbing their noses at it.

•

non

merci.1
ANDREW MCINTYRE

N a recent trip to this
country,
Kenneth
Minogue,
Emeritus
Professor of Politics at
the London School of
Economics, observed that Australians
seem "afflicted with a curious atmospheric envelope of 'right thinking'."
Terms such as 'sexism' and 'racism', he
said, are employed here as if alone "they
constituted an argument. "1
Just as crayfish brought to the boil
do not feel the gradual rise in temperature, we in Australia are unaware of just
how stifling the politically-correct climate has become. Consider the difficulty of conducting a rational debate on
immigration or child care; or the exaggerated reaction to the National Party
candidate who called naturalization ceremonies 'dewogging', or the recent

Much has been written in books
and in the media about political correctness. Most of us have a fairly precise
idea of what it is, bur few comment on
the fact that the phenomenon is almost
exclusive to nominally-Protestant, English-speaking countries. Continental
Europe, especially France and other
Latin-Catholic countries, are remarkably free of it. As English journalist Lisa
Appignanesi recently noted, "Political
correctness is as French as cheddar
cheese wrapped in plastic."z
recall of a television commercial for suntan lotion because it compared black
and white skin, or the demonizing of
judges for their 'sexist' pronouncements
in court. Could all this be part of what
Kenneth Slessor described years ago in
another context about Melbourne as our
'sodden ecstasies of rectitude"?

N THE BEGINNING: Robert
Hughes, in his book The Culture of
Complaint, explicitly links the
Calvinist idea of the potency of the
word to our obsession with gender-free
speech.' Modern egalitarianism adds to
our discomfort with direct language.

Andrew At rintyre is a ,1felbourne-based writer.
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"In highly-ritualized Italian and Spanish Catholicism,
by contrast, there is a constant, direct appeal to the
senses ... Catholic crucifixes and gory depictions of the
martyrdom of ecstatic saints preserve the pagan
intuition that our lives in the body are submerged in
the Dionysian continuum of pleasure-pain."
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Hughes quotes de Tocqueville: "Desire
for equality always becomes more insatiable in proportion as equality is more
complete." Thus we search for
euphemisms to blur recognition of the
social, physical and mental inequalities
between people. The desire of AngloSaxon Australians to avoid 'giving
offence' through the spoken word is
amply seen in compulsory speech codes
in the ABC and the universities. They
are, in Hughes' words, "the anile priggishness of the Puritan marm, lips
pursed, seeking nits to pick."
The French have a ready-made
expression for what they see as English
hypocrisy: "Avec eux, on ne salt jumuais
.cur quel pied dancer" ("With them, you
never know which foot to dance on").
The French find the English exasperating because they don't say what they
think. As Minogue observes about
Australia, even to raise questions on a
range of issues invites censure rather
than debate. The French, on the other
hand, have taken to heart Voltaire's
dictum (often repeated in Australia,
bur less often practised): "I may not
agree with what you say, but I shall
defend to the death your right to say it."
One is struck by the audacity of
political comment in France. Political
cartoons like those of the anarchist Bob
Sine, whose iconoclasm — some of it
daring back 40 years — takes in religion, the military, Arabs and Jews,
sexual prudery and feminists, would
still be 'banned' in Australia. 4 Political
extremes are tolerated in France, even
when those extremes pose a threat to
democratic civilized values. Le Pen's
National Front Party co-exists with a
Stalinist Communist Party that has
not, unlike in Australia and the United States, been subjected to witchhunts. It even shared the Cabinet
bench with Mitterrand's first Socialist
government.
On almost every level in France, PC
does not exist. In language, 'L'Homme'
to designate mankind passes without
comment. 'Negre' was applied to one of
Mitterrand's most assiduous aides or
'slaves'. The respected socialist weekly
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Le Neuvel Observatelr had photos of 18

influential intellectuals at the end of
1993. Not a single woman or black
was among them, but this elicited no
outrage. To criticize the magazine's
choice on gender or racial lines would
nor occur to anyone. 5 Prime Minister
Juppe recently reduced his Cabinet by
axing four female Ministers, affectionately known as the 'Juppettes' ('miniskirts'). There was no protest of sexism
or glass ceiling.
Unimaginable to Australians is the
Pict that bookshops in Paris have no
section called Women's Studies or Gay
Studies. In the Erole des Hautes Etudes
only two out of some 400 courses have
anything specifically to do with gender, though a quarter of the teaching
staff is female. It is no small irony that
the French virus of post-structuralism
has infected the English-speaking
academe, but not the French. No
French institution of higher learning
has guidelines like that of Melbourne
University (as stated in a 1994 official
brochure), to "encourage faculties to
acknowledge the possibility that gender and ethnicity enter into the construction of knowledge ... The notion
of education as an objective uncovering
of truth ... obscures the fact that truth
and knowledge are socially defined and
legitimated."

T

HE GENDER GAP: On sexual politics, the difference
between Anglo-Saxon countries and France is as large as, well, the
difference between men and women.
Edith Cresson, the first female Prime
Minister of France, claimed, when in
office, that the big difference between
French feminism and the American
variety was that French men and
women liked and needed each other.
She once complained, in an interview
in The Guardian, that in London men
did not look at her and her female
companions. Of course, in London,
unwanted staring constitutes sexual
harassment. She wryly observed that
England is "a country were nothing is
made for women, not even the men."

IPA

In the Mediterranean Catholic tradition there is greater acceptance of the
body and sex as natural parts of life
than in English-speaking countries. In
Paris, mixed-sex toilers in cafes are
usual; private men's clubs are rare. The
French are completely mystified by the

intuition that our lives in the
body are submerged in the
Dionysian continuum of pleasurepain."

The acceptance in Latin culture of
the visceral aspects of sexuality means
that French women do
not see themselves as
generically the victims
of men. French author
"Political correctness is as French as
and feminist Francoise
Giroud says: "I find
cheddar cheese wrapped in plastic."
American women frightening.
They
have
embarked on a very, very
regular Tory sex scandals, reported
bad road, basing all their actions on a
from London, and were baffled by the
hatred of men."
case, in Washington, of Anita Hill and
Judge Clarence Thomas. When (20
ARASSMENT: Surprisingly,
years ago) President Giscard d'Estaing
however, harassment laws in
was involved in an accident at four
France are far stricter than in
o'clock in the morning in a Paris
Australia. In November 1992, sexual
street, in the company of a 22-year-old
harassment in the workplace became a
female friend, all that titillated the
criminal offence with a penalty of up
French public was that he was driving
to one year in prison and a fine of up
a modest Detrx Chevaux. As Appigto $160,000. But, reassuringly, policnanesi observes, "Sex, for the French, is
ing is left to the police, not ideologiafter all simply part of life, not a
cally-motivated sex-discrimination
touchstone for moral outrage; nor is it
commissioners.
a subject for moral discourse."
Fundamental to this difference in
The contrast with Anglo-Saxon
law is the definition of harassment.
attitudes is striking. As leading AmerThe analysis provided by gender femiican feminist apostate Camille Paglia
nists which underlies our own Federal
said of a 200-page report on sexuality
Sexual Discrimination Act, assumes
by the American Presbyterian
that men exercise 'structural' power
Church 6, it "reduces the complexities
over women, irrespective of their perand mysteries of eroticism to a clumsy,
sonality or intent. This idea would be
outmoded social-welfare ideology."
laughed at in France. A survey of
Like Hughes, Paglia sees the wellworking women in Paris showed that
springs of this antiseptic attitude in
80 per cent of them, if asked by their
Protestantism's word-Fixation:
direct boss to go away for a weekend
for sex, would not consider such a
"Scripture-study is at its heart.
request harassment. They not only
No fleshly mediator is needed
thought it normal to be asked, but
between the soul and God; no
they also felt confident in simply sayimages of saints, Mary, or God are
ing "No". "French women do not leave
permitted ... In highly ritualized
their tongues in their pockets,"
Italian and Spanish Catholicism,
explains Edith Cresson.
by contrast, there is a constant,
In France, in 1991, 20 per cent of
direct appeal to the senses ...
working women claimed to have sufCatholic crucifixes and gory
fered harassment, compared to estidepictions of the martyrdom of
mates in Australia of over 80 per cent.7
ecstatic saints preserve the pagan
This reflects the difference between
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French and Australian women in their
expectations of courting behaviour.
In French law, proving sexual
harassment requires convincing the
court that an explicit use of threat,
blackmail, or instrumental misuse of
power has been employed. Inferences
about implicit power or the discomfort
of the complainant are irrelevant. For
this reason, the two highly-publicized
cases in Australia involving a Master of
Ormond College at Melbourne University and a NSW Police Minister in Sydney would never have been considered.
Multicultural Melbourne's RMIT
provides a local illustration of the contrast in attitudes. In classes of very
mixed ethnic background, the women
who feel most in need of protection by
sexual harassment legislation are those
from the most socially-influential and
economically-advantaged stratum the Protestant, privately-educated,
upper-middle class.' Helen Garner

cial bodies. There is discussion about
taking the word 'race' out of the
French Constitution.9
At its best, the pride of the French
in their national culture speaks of a selfconfidence which elites in Englishspeaking countries lack. At its worst, it
is chauvinistic and the source of the
arrogance which so irritates outsiders.
The nationalism of the French is,
however, bound up with an equally
strong commitment to the essential
equality of all people, expressed in the
18th-century statement Les Droits Universals de l'Homme. How do the French
reconcile the universalism of this creed
with their belief in the superiority of
their own nation?
The answer is that while all men
are equal, all cultures are not. In 1794,
in the wake of the French Revolution,
Danton and Delacroix proclaimed:
"All men, without distinction of
colour, who live in the colonies are

The acceptance in Latin culture of the
visceral aspects of sexuality means that French women
do not see themselves as generically the victims of men.

makes a similar observation in her
book The First Stone.

R

ACE AND NATION: To the
French, Australia's practice of
giving political encouragement to multiculturalism is incomprehensible. In France, a high school principal banned Muslim girls wearing the
chador to his school on the grounds
that it was a secular institution. When
there was a protest by Muslim groups
— and it has to be said that most Muslims did not support the protesters thousands of students nationwide
walked out in support of the principal.
There is no French equivalent of a
'Greek-Australian'. Statistics based on
ethnicity are not generally held by offi-
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French citizens and enjoy all the rights
guaranteed by the Constitution." If an
African were prepared to acquire
French culture and French language —
in short, to assimilate — then he
would become a Frenchman, an evolué.
As early as Versailles, Louis XIV welcomed an Ivory Coast prince as houseguest for six months. "There is no
longer any difference between you and
me," he said, "except you are black and
I am white." 10 This contrasts with the
attitude of the English, for whom race
would present an insuperable barrier to
a black colonial ever becoming truly
British.
The difference in attitudes has a
residue even today. Among anglophone and francophone African immi-

grants to Australia, francophones
speak better French than anglophones
speak English. The reason is that the
French colonial education system was
more thorough and less patronizing
than the British. And although the
French colonists insisted that Africans
learn about "our ancestors the Gauls",
francophone Africans have less racial
resentment towards the white
colonists than do anglophone
Africans.
EW TENSIONS: There has
always been a reactionary
nationalist tradition in
France that belies the French claim to
universalism. It surfaced in the antiSemitism of the Dreyfus Affair and
grew more virulent in the 1930s with
the rise of the Action Franfais movement. It is apparent in the more recent
rise of Le Pen's National Front, albeit
as yet popular only among a small
minority. With the influx of five million immigrants, many of whom have
become marginalized, an active debate
has erupted on multicultural ism.
Indicative of this debate are articles by Michael Walzer and Joel
Roman" in the journal Esprit. They
attack the view associated with American critics of multiculturalism, such
as Samuel Huntington and Dinesh
D'Souza, that warns of the challenge of
tribalism to universalism and human
rights -- "the retrograde particularisms of a new obscurantism, and the
taking over of the individual by religious and traditional beliefs."
Roman, like other French critics,
is highly critical of French particularism — at its extreme a conformist
xenophobia. But, at the same time, he
claims that universalist or internationalized market forces are socially alienating — they fail to provide "any perspective on the desire to live as a community." Echoing the sentiments of
anti-assimilationists within Australia,
he sees French universalism as "effacing all [multicultural] differences."
Through the mists of the Atlantic,
however, he sees American universal•
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ism as consecrating multicultural differences. It is more than a little ironical that French post-modernism, having spread to the New World, is
returning to France as Anglo-Saxon
multiculturalism.
In the same review, however, Tzvetan Todorov points to the dangers of
multicultural policy from a French
perspective. 12 He sees in the rise of
multiculturalism in the United States
a decline in democratic values, particularly in the cardinal value of individual autonomy:
"The most important form of
renouncement of autonomy is the
identification of the individual
with a group, not one the individual chooses, but one that is
imposed on him by biology, birth,
or history."
He draws a comparison with the
rigidity of social groups under the
ancien regime:
"People were what they were once
and for all: I was born a peasant, I
will die a peasant, and this is
what decides my place in the
political hierarchy of my country.
Just as people's futures were
determined ... because they were
peasants, aristocrats, Jews, or
African slaves, so we are creating
a society of women, ethnic
groups, homosexuals, and indigenous peoples."
He observes that, in the United
States, already there are black and
white only dormitories and dining
rooms, under the guise of multicultural affirmative action. It is a new
apartheid.
The influence of the French Revolution should never be underestimated
as a reason for France's resistance to the
cult of special interest groups. In her
recent book of writings by French feminists, the historian Mona Ozouf
explains French feminists' resistance to
separatism in terms of their attach-
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ment to the universal appeal of the
Rights of Man against communitarianism. 13 Ultimately, she believes, "it is
the French Revolution that guards
them against the extremism seen in
English speaking countries." But she
cakes account of cultural traditions,
too: "Furthermore, this moderation
should be seen in the singular French
experience of mixite courtoise, going
back to the time of the Monarchy."

E

DUCATIONAL STANDARDS:
Unlike the soul searching for values and identity we see in Australia, the French maintain strong confidence in the fundamental values of
their culture. Reflecting this, the
French national education system,
according to a government official
responsible for high-school curriculum, has no time for multiculturalism
and political correctness: "We find all
this stuff ... in the US completely confounding. It's so self-destructive. "14
In contrast to schools throughout
the English-speaking world, the
French have not in any way abandoned
the notion of a canon, even though
they have literacy problems in poor,
high-immigration areas, and a general
lowering of standards due to increased
retention rates in secondary schools.
Only 40 per cent of lyree students pass
the Baccalaureat, a gruelling set of
exams lasting 24 hours over the course
of a week. But there is no appeal to the
damage failure does to self-esteem in
order to inflate marks, like there is in
Australia. There is also no attempt to
make the curriculum 'meaningful' and
'accessible'. One-third of students still
study Latin and Greek, and in French
classes there is an emphasis on analysis
of the text, logic and synthesis.15

H

OT WATER: Whatever the
weaknesses and excesses of
French political culture, it is
clear that France is not, in the words of
Kenneth Minogue about Australia, "a
vital civil society being destroyed by
the parasitic demands and moralized
rhetoric of lobbyists and bureaucrats."

Most alarming is his observation that
"this imposture goes unnoticed and
uncriticized". It helps to look outside
our English-speaking world to notice
that the water temperature of coercive
political correctness is rising. ■
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THE PRIVATE HISTORY1
JEFFRY BABB &
RICHARD HARRISON

IN HISTORICAL TERMS,
THE STATE IS A RELATIVELY
NEW PLAYER IN THE
DELIVERY OF SERVICES

RIVATIZATION is not a
new issue. Along with its
contrasting public-policy
twin, nationalization or
socialization, privatization has been a topic of political
debate for more than a hundred years.
This debate has attracted some of the
foremost minds in the nation. Some,
like Alfred Deakin, are still well
remembered today, but others who
deserve attention — such as Charles
Pearson and Sir Frederic Eggleston
— have been lost to contemporary
debate, although the issues they
fought over helped shape today's
political landscape.
Contemporary opponents of privatization, in appealing for state enterprises to remain 'where they've always
been' in public hands, conveniently
forget char only a century ago most
public utilities were in the private sector. They also conveniently forger that,
historically, the push for scare ownership was related to protectionism and
the White Australia policy.
The enterprises which used to be
in private hands and have since been
nationalized were not small companies; they were among the hundred
biggest enterprises in Australia.

• In New South Wales, they included the Electric Light and Power
Supply Corporation Ltd in Sydney, nationalized by the NSW
Government in 1956; the Sydney
Railway Company and Hunter
River Railways Co., combined in
1855 to form the NSW Government Railways; and Sydney Ferries Ltd, successor to the North
Shore Ferry Co. established in
1860, and acquired by the New
South Wales State Government in
1951.

• In South Australia, they included the Adelaide and Suburban
Railway Co.; and the Adelaide
Electric Supply Company Ltd,
now the State-owned ETSA.

• In Western Australia, the Fremantle Gas takeover by SEC WA
was remarkable only for being
among the most controversial
commercial initiatives of the
Burke Labor Government.
Nationalization at the State level
has a long and continuing history. But
it was in Victoria that State Socialism
reached its highest flowering, such
that by the 1930s Sir Frederic Eggleston — commentator, academic, diplomat and former Victorian State Cabinet Minister --- described Victoria as
encompassing "possibly the largest and
most comprehensive use of state power
outside Russia". And the socializing of
Victorian industry had nor finished,
even in Eggleston's time.
It is thus significant that Victoria
is now leading the push for privatization. Having often exercised a dispro-

portionare role as a leader and innovator in Australian politics, Victoria's
current government, led by Jeff Kennett, has the most radical reform program of any government in Australia.
Other State governments are watching
its plans and its record with interest.
But Jeff Kennett's policies are not
as radically new or untested as his critics imagine. Indeed, he is merely
restoring service industries to the sector which initiated them and for many
years ran them. One hundred years ago

Jeffry Babb is a Afelhoume-based freelance writer. Richard Ilarrison is a Research Analyst at IBIS Business Information Pty Ltd.
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F PUBLIC UTILITIES
gas to Melburnians until 1878, when
it formed the Metropolitan Gas Company. Only in 1951 was this company
nationalized, forming the core of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation. Over the
next quarter-century the Gas and Fuel
Corporation acquired all of Victoria's
other gas companies, including the
Brighton and Geelong companies and
Colonial Gas Holdings.'
In electricity too, private enterprise supplied Victorians' energy
needs. Supply started in the 1880s
with the Melbourne Electric Supply
Company which commenced in 1899.

hiM

ir. courtesy State Rail Archives NSW
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in Victoria all the utilities now in
public hands were privately owned,
with the exception of water supply.
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THE PRIVATE HISTORY OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
Suburban and provincial companies also
delivered power, operating in parallel
with some municipal electricity undertakings. The establishment of the Stare
Electricity Commission (SEC) in 1919
heralded the end of private electricity in
Victoria. In 1922, the SEC took over the
electricity business of the North Melbourne Electric Tramways and Lighting
Company. In 1930, it rook over the Melbourne Electric Supply Company's
undertaking. With the acquisition of
the Electric Supply Company of Victoria's business in 1931, the SEC and local
councils wholly controlled the Stare's
electricity-supply industry.
There was nothing natural or
inevitable about this process in which
industry was socialized. Rather, it was
the result of a campaign by influential
Victorian institutions, including The
Age newspaper and the Australian
Labor Party. It is not surprising that
the history of private ownership of the
State's utilities is largely forgotten,
because the publicly-owned utilities
have no interest in advertising their private past and, until recently, the Liberal
Party in Victoria was only marginally
more committed to private ownership
than the ALP The Country Party, which
through skilful exploitation of the delicate balance between the Liberals and
the ALP exercised power for many years,
made sure its rural supporters were well
supplied with railways and other public
goods.
Private enterprise built and operated
the earliest railways in Victoria. The
Melbourne & Hobson's Bay Railway
Company, founded in 1853, operated
from Flinders Street Station. The company absorbed the Melbourne Railway
Company in 1860 and operated successfully until 1878 when the colony's government took it over. Other early railways suffered mixed fortunes, and were
taken over by the government in the
decade after 1856.
Tramways in Victoria also began
their careers in the private sector. The
Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus
Company was founded in 1878 and
operated cable trams (later electric) until
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taken over by the State's Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board in the
1920s. The North Melbourne Electric
Tramways and Lighting Company, an
early electricity supplier, also opened the
city's first electric tramway in 1906, but
in 1922 its tramways were acquired by
the Tramways Board. Other suburban
and provincial companies experienced
the same fate.
In 1853, a private entrepreneur proposed constructing Victoria's first telegraph lines, but government intervention resulted in public ownership from
the beginning. The telephone system
fared a little better. A private company
in Melbourne opened Australia's first
telephone exchange in 1878, bur survived in the private sector only until
1887 when the colonial government
bought it out.
The socialization of Victorian industry was the result of a concerted effort by
influential Victorian intellectual leaders
of opinion, such as The Age — which
spent generations pursuing the gas companies until the government socialized
them — and Charles Pearson.

S

TATE ADVOCATE: Charles Pearson is an interesting figure in Australian intellectual history. A racist
and a protectionist — at the time when
these ideas began their close association
— he was the chief ideologist for the
White Australia policy. His advocacy of
'State Socialism' — as he called it was carried out through his own political and literary efforts, and through the
editorial columns of The Age where,
among other things, he "laid the economic and moral foundations of the
existing racial sentiment by his work
dealing with the yellow invasion. "Z
Writing mainly anonymously as
leader writer for The Age, Pearson's notoriety has faded with the years and most
commentators emphasize those aspects
of his thought that appeal to modern
sensibilities. Yet we should not underestimate his influence. The Australian Dictionary of Biography, for example, asserts:
"Pearson was the outstanding intellectual of the Australian colonies."

Pearson was born in London, the
fourth son and tenth child of a prominent Anglican clergyman. He had an
erratic academic career, where he showed
promise rather than reaching any great
distinction — no doubt aggravated by
his personality which has been described
by his contemporaries cis distinguished
by "reserve and exterior coldness". His
later self-described antipathy in Victoria
to "The Governor, rabid Conservatives,
the Argus clique, Catholics, Jews, publicans and the Scotch clergy" similarly did
little to endear him to large sections of
colonial society. He arrived in the
colonies with high expectations, but died
in London a poor man, without receiving
the political distinction he craved.
Pearson campaigned against Asian
immigration, warning:
"No-one in California and in Australia, where the effects of Chinese
competition have been studied, has,
I believe, the smallest doubt that
Chinese labourers, if allowed to
come in freely, could starve all the
white men in either country out of
it, or force them to submit to
harder work and a much lower
standard of wages."
In his most influential book,
National Life arc! Character: A Fo,wast
(1893), Pearson wrote that "the world
has been mostly peopled by races, either
like the Negro very little raised above
the level of brutes or, at best, like the
lower caste Hindoo and the Chinaman,
of such secondary intelligence as to have
added nothing permanently to our stock
of ideas". He unashamedly advocated a
mutually reinforcing mixture of socialisni and racism.
In National Life and Character he
observed:
"Often against their own will, the
colonists ended by a system of State
centralization that rivals whatever
is attempted in the most bureaucratic countries of the Continent.
The State employees are an important element in the population; the
State builds railways, founds and
maintains schools, tries to regulate
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the wages and hours of labour, protects native industry, settles the
population on their land and is
beginning to organize systems of
State insurance ... Planted in Australia, the Englishman ... is rapidly
creating a State Socialism, which
succeeds because it is all-embracing
and able to compel obedience."
Pearson did nor advocate total
State ownership, but he did espouse
socialization of land; state organization
of industry; and state ownership of gas
works, tramways, shipping lines,
waterworks, irrigation programs and
ordnance manufacture.
Progressive opinion, including the
unions and the early labour movement,
adopted Pearson's policies with alacrity,
and so provided a dominant theme in
Australian politics until the Liberals
abolished the White Australia policy in
the 1960s. Other elements, such as protectionism, were to endure longer, and
State Socialism — though it is no longer
so called — still has active advocates.

S

OCIALISM'S OPPONENT: Nevertheless, it would wrong to
assume that these ideas — even if
largely triumphant — went unchallenged. One of the main opponents of
State Socialism was Sir Frederic Eggleston. Standing for the Victorian Parliament as an Independent Nationalist
and Independent Liberal, he rose to
Cabinet rank in non-Labor governments as Attorney-General and Minister for Railways — one of the most
important economic portfolios of that
time, when rail transport was the main
means of carrying goods and people
within Australia. As Australia's first
minister to China during the Second
World War, he showed a continuing
interest in Asia and the Pacific long
before it was fashionable.
Eggleston distinguished himself
throughout his life with his independence of mind. He supported the Labor
governments of Fisher and Hughes at
the beginning of his public career, and
those of Curtin and Chifley towards the
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end of his life. His elective career in the
were the irrigation schemes first promoted by Alfred Deakin in 1886, which
Victorian Parliament ended when he
floundered for want of economic reallost office in a landslide after supporting
the Motor Omnibus Act, which reguism. Regarding the railways, he comlated and rationalized the operations of mented: "a public utility which loses
money rarely, if ever, maintains its effismall private bus companies. Eggleston
believed that unregulated private comciency" and illustrates the fundamental
petition would undermine public
problems of state ownership, namely
"how efficiency can
investment in the railbe achieved by indeways and tramway.
Only a century ago most
pendence and
Eggleston was no docresponsibility and
trinaire supporter of
free enterprise no marpublic utilities were in the how it may be
impaired by unsound
ter the practical consefinance and political
quences. This makes
private sector.
control."
his assessment of the
Some of his
dangers of State Socialinsights are strikingly modern. He
ism — derived from personal conviction
lauds the success of the cable tramway
and practical experience as a governsystem operated on concession by the
ment minister --- all the more valuable.
Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus
In his book State Socialism in Victoria,
published in 1932, he outlined his
Company. This company ran Melbourne's suburban trams at a profit for
approach to the issue when he wrote:
more than 30 years, paying regular div"The ideals behind socialism are
idends to its owners, and was wound up
humane and Christian; if socialism
with a large surplus in 1918. In other
fails it is because we are not good
words, private enterprise ran a profitable
enough for it ... If, of course, it canand efficient tram service throughout
not be achieved because of defects
the Depression of the 1890s and the war
in human nature or society, the
years; but the service soon slipped into
reformer must do his best to change
losses and inefficiency when taken over
human nature. One who advocates
by the Government.
ideals which he knows cannot be
Another comment is relevant to
realized and backs up his case by
current politics. In State Socialism in Vicemotional appeals and a campaign
toria, Eggleston wrote: "Government
of abuse is guilty of the worst form
loans cannot be written off; they can
of cant. The criticism of State action
only be repaid." This informs the curin this book does nor come from any
prejudice against State action, but
rent privatization drive in Victoria the need to lower state debt repayments.
from a study of its results."
Sir Frederic Eggleston died, as
many prophets do, largely ignored.. His
This insight into the logic of socialist and transformist democracy — that if last years before his death in 1954 were
lonely and obscure. His works show
the people won't elect the right rulers,
that, in Victoria, the struggle between
the government should create a new
the market and the commissar is one
people — informs his whole discussion
that eternally returns to the field of
of State Socialism.
Eggleston saw clearly that protecpublic battle. •
tionism, and wage fixing by the state
are intimately related, and that one
without the other would inevitably fail
See Proudly, R., Circle of Influence: A 1lisI
tory of the Gas Industry in Victoria, Hatand that together, they destroy ecogreen Publishing Company, Melbourne,
nomic efficiency.
1987.
Among the concrete examples of 2
Pratt, Ambrose, The Father of Protection in
failed State Socialism which he cited
Australia, David Syme, London, 1908.
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A flit tyre on th
CYCLISTS MAY BE A NUISANCE ON THE ROAD, BUT AT LEAST THEY'RE SAVING MONEY AND THE'

XTTHY, oh why do so

many resent the
humble bicycle? I am
not talking about
that noisy scourge of road and country
trail, the motor cycle. I mean those
harmless devices that gave most of us,
as children, our First taste of true
mobility. I'm referring to those
machines whose intrinsic innocence
rendered even the murderous villain
played by Paul Newman in Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid child-like and
gawkily benign.
Yet so many do detest riders some almost to the point of inflicting
grievous bodily harm on us.
Yes, I must confess that I am one of
those at whom passing motorists vent
their 200 horsepower tri-tone air horns,
behind whom 20 tonne omnibuses
crawl menacingly, upon whom scorn is
loudly heaped by P-plated youths in
decades-old automobiles. Yet this
affliction of hate resides not only in
random passers-by, but in those whom
one considers otherwise worthy of
admiration.
Take the American P.J. O'Rourke,
for example — a Republican who was
touched by the plight of the poor and
oppressed in his Holidays in Hell; a
political satirist who all too often had
to concede the personal virtue of
bureaucrats and politicians in Parliament of Whores. In his earliest book,
Republican Party Reptile, I found his
sharp pen honed to the keenest possible edge and could sense anguished

W

wails from many whose tender parts
had been punctured by it.
I did not expect to be one of them?
His 'Cool and Logical Analysis of
the Bicycle Menace' advocates the eradication of me and my fellow travellers.
What did I ever do to him?
Let me set the record straight right
now. Far from being a "menace", the
cyclist should be viewed as a saviour!
After all, by our selfless actions we participate in the glorious pursuit of preserving our environment. (On a more
mundane level, we also save money
which would otherwise be spent on
petrol.) Oh, and although this may be a
mixed blessing for the rest of the world

(what with over-population and all),
regular exercise should contribute to our
longevity.
.Clearly, by riding our bicycles to
work, school and on our everyday business rather than conveying ourselves in
inefficient, greenhouse-gas spewing,
noisy contraptions, we are engaging in
pure, unmitigated good.
ECOND THOUGHTS: But riding gives one time to think,
rather too much in fact. When
one has travelled (slowly) the same
path 700 times each way, the need to
navigate diminishes, the once attractive scenery becomes passe and one is

Stephen Dawson is a public servant who frequently cycles between Canberra's ivory towers.
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ENVIRONMENT ... AREN'T THEY?

left with nothing beyond thoughts to
pass the time — apart of course from a
monotonous circling of legs. Eventually, even the thrall of virtuous goodfeeling can pall.
It was time, I thought while
cycling home one day, to reinvigorate
my commitment to this ethical and
frugal mode of transportation. How to
do this? How to re-conjure an intangible setting of the spirit?
What about trying to quantify the
virtue?
First (and easiest) things first: how
much money was I saving? Well, if
instead of my socially responsible, naturally powered vehicle I were to use a
small car that consumed only a modest
(but nonetheless disgraceful) quantity
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of fuel, my daily 25 kilometre journey
would deprive Gaia of an irreplaceable
2.4 litres of its fossil resources. And at
about 70 cents per litre, it would
deprive me of an equally irreplaceable
sum of $1.70. On the bike, though, I
use no fuel! Therefore it's free!
But wait, whatever happened to
the law of conservation of energy?
Sadly, it turns our a bicycle is not a
perpetual motion machine after all it gets its energy from somewhere, a
somewhere quite specific: its rider. But
surely a bicycle cannot use much energy.
A little research quickly reveals
that my two daily half-hour rides only
use about 480 calories. There are two
ways of dealing with such an expenditure of energy: one can eat more or one
can go without and lose weight. My,
but this last sounds attractive, shedding fat at the rate of a kilogram every
three weeks. Unhappily, this cannot go
on forever. One gets to a point where
further weight loss becomes positively
unhealthy. Death follows.
The alternative — to eat more —
means the calorie equivalent of, say, a
humble hamburger and an unsweetened apple juice (perspiration must
also be replaced) beyond one's accustomed consumption. This costs daily
$3.20, nearly twice as much as the
petrol. Ouch!
Oh well, at least we can console
ourselves with the thought that we are
helping to save the world for our children, and their children. I mean to say,
fossil fuels come from the ground and
after they are all used up, there will be
no more ... fossil fuels.

By contrast, hamburgers and apple
juice are environmentally sensitive.
They merely involve activities such as
broad-acre wheat farming, large-scale
(Vegans: please avert your eyes temporarily lest you be offended) meat
production, insecticide spraying on
tomato and lettuce crops and sundry
other abuses of Mother Earth.
Hmmmm.
Okay, okay, so we're ravaging the
land and wasting money while we're at
it; at least we'll live longer than all those
sedentary motorists out there. But even
as I write, my attention is drawn to several studies reported by J.R. Johnstone.'
These suggest that the additional time
you survive through exercise approximates the time you spent in exercise.
Accumulating all those minutes spent
perched perilously atop a bicycle over a
lifetime might amount to a year, perhaps two. Yet an increased life
expectancy of a mere year, perhaps two,
can be hoped for. The year spent is
spread over the prime of one's life. The
year gained is at its twilight when
Mother Nature has nearly finished
working Her magic of reverting one to
dust. Does that sound like a fair trade?
After all this I should, I suppose,
hang up my trouser clips and catch a bus
to the nearest used car lot. I would too,
except that one dimension of virtue
remains to cycling: even though I now
know better, everyone else thinks I'm
virtuous and that is very hard to resist. ■
1. J.R. Johnstone and Chris Ulyatt, Health
Scare: The Mrtuse of Science in Public Health
Policy, Critical Issues, No. 14, AIPP,
1991.
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needs, especially the search for love,
debate, singularly lacking) to others,
which is by definition lifelong and
in this case feminists such as Gerunconditional. Recent research has
maine Greer and Naomi Wolf, and
revealed (as if it needed revealing) the
journalists such as Mary Kenny, to
David Oderberg
psychological and health benefits of
engage in piecemeal criticism.
marriage (the average annual mortaliThe Rising Price of Love: The True
Another important and perhaps
ty risk is lower for married people,
Cost of the Sexual Revolution
more difficult task, however, is to
with
a greater effect for men than
provide an analysis of the pure economic
by Patrick Dixon
women). It also shows the clear risks
cost of the sexual revolution. Hence
Hodder & Stoughton
of cohabitation: those couples who
those who have difficulty listening to
live together before marriage are 50
ethical reasoning can be handed someper cent more likely to divorce after
thing they are more likely to underfive years, and 60 per cent more likestand: a balance sheet.
HE term 'sexual revolution'
ly after 10 years, than those who wait
Dr Patrick Dixon, founder of one
has an obvious frisson about it.
until marriage before cohabiting.
of the leading AIDS care agencies in
It connotes excitement and
Dixon also sketchBritain (ACET), and
liberality, a change in the most pries the psychologiauthor of a number
vate of cultural mores. For this reason,
cal damage caused
it is an unfortunate and wholly inap- of important books
by the constant
including a recent
propriate term, since the 'sexual revomedia pressure to
work on genetic
lucion' was anything but private, anyThis makes, in real
perform, to have
engineering, has
thing but personal.
unlimited sexual
been the first person
Rather, the 'sexual revolution'
experiences
withto
construct
such
a
was (and continues to be) a 30-year
terms, a 10-year cost to
out
consequences.
balance sheet. As his
experiment designed to test the very
Such pressures are
research shows, it is
breaking-point of Western society. It
at least partly
a balance sheet conhas pushed to the limits every single
Australia from 1986 to
responsible for the
sisting exclusively of
building block of social stability
abuse of sexual
heavy losses.
which has been taken for granted
power manifest in
1995 of $37 billion.
The economic
throughout human history: marriage;
rape, sexual abuse
calculations
come
at
the family; monogamy (egregious
and
pornography.
exceptions aside); heterosexuality; the end of the book.
While
each individThe earlier chapters
non-contraceptive sexuality; the idea
ual is responsible
are devoted to sumthat children are the natural and prifor his own actions, this does not mean
marizing social-science research into
mary end of marriage; and related
that responsibility for such crimes is
the damage wrought by the sexual
concepts and institutions.
not shared by those who place temptarevolution.
Dixon
detects
a
shift
in
Of greatest urgency in countering
attitudes, with parents (many of tion and unrealizable expectations in
the poisonous effects of this revoluone's way.
whom, ironically, manned the barrition is a thoroughgoing moral and
philosophical critique. It is to be cades in the 1960s) concerned about
EVASTATING DISEASES:
regretted that, with a handful of the material their children are
There is a chapter on sexual disexposed to under the rubric 'sex eduadmirable exceptions, professional
eases, in which Dixon sketches the
cation' or, in Orwellian-speak, 'perphilosophers have no interest in prodangers inherent in irresponsible
sonal and social education'.
viding one, leaving it (as in so many
Further, the revolution has done behaviour. There are 250 million new
other cases where their contribution
nothing to alter fundamental human cases every year of STDs worldwide.
has been, to the detriment of public
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The numbers are so large as to be
almost meaningless. Around 30 million Americans are infected with genital herpes, for which there is no cure.
There are two million new cases of
l-LIV annually, with the death toll in
Uganda predicted to be three times
the deaths (500,000) in the Rwanda
slaughter. Even discounting for nonsexual HIV cases, the figures are staggering, and the human devastation
massive (especially in Africa).
Dixon provides a valuable discussion of divorce and separation, looking especially at the likely factors in
successful marriage (some good
research has been done here, examining such factors as shared beliefs and
interests), and the psychological and
emotional damage of parting, both to
the partners as well as the children.
He explicitly links a large proportion
of youth crime to family breakdown,
citing an interesting New Zealand
study published in 1992, and also
cites a British study reporting that
sexually abused children are 10 times
more likely to come from families
with step-fathers than the national
average.
As for the economic cost in
Britain, Dixon estimates it at £9 billion annually. Note that his calculations always err on the conservative
side, and discount for as many unrelated factors as he can think of. The
bill still works out at £1 billion in
health costs, including deaths from
STDs, medical treatment, productive
years lost, and so on. Divorce and separation come out at £5.1 billion,
including legal costs, counselling,
absenteeism, etc. Other community
support for family breakdown costs
£600 million per year. The youth
crime bill is £1.4 billion (Dixon conservatively assumes one fifth of the
total bill for youth crime is attributable to family breakdown), and the
costs (mainly to the taxpayer) of single
parenting amount to £1.1 billion.

T

HE AUSTRALIAN BILL: Dixon
explicitly considers Australia,
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and after making relevant adjustments calculates the cost to this country of the sexual revolution (assuming
a 2:1 exchange rare) to be $5 billion
annually. The bill consists of health
costs of $750 million; divorce and
separation costs of $3.5 billion; $60
million for other support for family
breakdown; and $700 million for
youth crime (revised down by 25 per
cent compared to Britain). This
makes, in real terms, a 10-year cost
from 1986 to 1995 of 537 billion,
and $68 billion from 1956.
Perhaps the dwindling few talking heads in Australia who are still
interested in social policy will not
listen to ethical argument. (Consider
the deafening silence over recent
government moves to make divorce
even easier.) Let them ignore it at
their peril. But can they yet ignore a
simple balance sheet?
Dr David S. Oclerberg is a graduate
of the universities of Melbourne and
Oxford, and is currently Lecturer in
Philosophy at the University of
Reading. England. He writes an
occasional column for the Australian
Financial Review.

Bill Kerley
Trick or Treaty?
Commonwealth Power to Make
and Implement Treaties;
report of the Senate Legal and
Constitutional References
Committee, November 1995.
Treaty -Making and Australia:
Globalization versus Sovereignty
edited by Philip Alston and
Madelaine Chiam

The Federation Press
in association with the Centre
for International and Public Law,
ANU, 1995

USTRALIA is currently
party to about 920 principal
J4' international treaties, about
500 of which are bilateral. For some
time, critics from industry, the community and politics have observed
that many of these treaties impose
obligations that are unclear, unwanted and, in some cases, even unknown
to those most affected by them. Considerable disquiet now surrounds the
whole issue.
These treaty obligations are usually incorporated in domestic law
through new laws and regulations
developed by the Commonwealth.
However, even those not incorporated
in this way, strongly influence our
common law and judicial decisionmaking. This pervasive influence has
been demonstrated by the Teoh case,
amongst others.
This case (Minister of State for
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs v Teoh,
1995) concerned the validity of a
deportation order and the application
of the Convention on the Rights of
the Child, a convention which Australia has ratified but not incorporated into law through legislation. The
High Court held that the ratification
of the Convention created a "legitimate expectation" that a Commonwealth decision-maker would act in
accordance with it. The court's ruling
means, in effect, that any decisions
and rules made by Commonwealth
officials, courts or tribunals involving
discretionary powers must be made
with a thorough knowledge of the
expectations established by any
treaties Australia has ratified — an
impossible requirement.
The Senate Committee report
released last November was the
result of a wide-ranging public
inquiry which gathered a considerable amount of evidence reflecting a
wide spectrum of views. The recommendations (outlined in the box
below) are practical ones and, if
adopted, will deliver more accountability and greater certainty to the
treaty-making process.
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Treaty-Making and Australia,
most countries had no idea of the
which consists of papers from a conimplications of what they were signference at the Australian National
ing.
University in May 1995, also provides
But TRIPS is not the only agreea range of views on the place and
ment signed by Australia with farimportance of international treaties,
reaching and unforseen consequences.
but the contributors are mainly The Basel Convention on Transdrawn from those interest groups,
boundary Movements of Hazardous
lawyers, academics and others with
Wastes and Their Disposal, which
close professional interests in internaAustralia joined in 1992, is but one of
tional law. Most
many others. 1
of the contribuPhilip Alston's
tors take the
Many of these treaties impose introduction to
view that interTreaty-Making
national
law
and
Australia
obligations that are unclear,
thoroughly
echoes
John
dominates AusBraithwaite's
unwanted and, in some cases,
tralian law and
concerns over
practice. Many
international
even unknown
no
tomost
tO
see this as a we!arrangecome, if not
In
ments.
affected b y them.
irreversible,
Alston's view,
trend. A typical
although supview is put by
port for the
David Kinley of the Australian Law
values underlying one treaty should
Reform Commission: " ... as the web
not be seen as implying support for all
of international relations grows and
treaties, there ought to be more conthe globalization of international law
sistency in accepting that the internagrows with it, so the application of tional standards and views expressed
the external affairs power will
by appropriate organizations are 're!expand."
evant and legitimate ingredients in
the national debate". That may be so,
If so, then Australian law and
judicial practice likely to continue to
but the community also has the right
be adventurous, activist and uncerto say that such views are wrong or
tain, as international treaty obligairrelevant to its needs. Even if corntions impact on domestic affairs and
munity attitudes to treaty obligations
the constitutional balance. Justice are inconsistent, chose attitudes are
Kirby's and David Kinley's papers in
none the less genuine and important
Treaty-making and Australia detail the and should not to be dismissed, as
influence of international obligations Alston does, by calling them "almost
in many areas of Australian life.
xenophobic".
ELECTIVE: International la
activists, many of whom are represented in this volume, usually favour
the imposition of international
treaties to impose social rights and
obligations. But they like to be selecrive. For example, Professor John
Braithwaite, a leading activist in the
consumer movement, disapproves of
the Trade Related Intellectual Property Agreement (TRIPS), now under
the GATT agreement. In his view,
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DEFICIENCIES: The contributors to this book are proficient in
the theoretical and legal aspects of
international law, and included are
views from a range of business, union
and community sectors, as well as
some useful chapters making international comparisons. However, some
writers are strikingly deficient in
explaining how the process works in
practice. Dr Kinley, for example,
comments that consultation between

the States and the Commonwealth
generally works well. This is quite
contrary to the experience of many
officials, as the report of the Senate
Committee makes clear.
The central issues fuelling the
current debate on treaties and
addressed in both documents are as
follows:
Sovereignty and Globalization:
Recent Australian governments have
facilitated the processes of globalization by reducing trade barriers and
freeing up the financial system. Some
observers believe chat globalization is
driving the need for governments to
use international agreements further
to develop and respond to the new
international environment.Z
'Globalization is a term capable
of encompassing a range of policy
stances. Its interpretation can differ
according to the needs of the moment
and the audience. For instance, in
order to justify new regulatory controts on industry — especially environmental ones — social activists
assert that trade and industry policies
are inextricably linked with issues of
human rights and environmentalism
on a global scale.
Federalism: The States have
raised concerns over the lack of consulration with them on treaty negotiations
and the difficulty of monitoring
treaties entered into by the Federal
Executive. The imposition of new regulations in response to treaty obligations, or the existence of well-established negotiations on product standards, have sometimes come as a surprise to State-based administrators and
businesses. The States provided a key
submission to the Senate Inquiry which
is well summarized in the final report.
The States are certain to demand
action in this area before agreeing to
Commonwealth demands for further
reforms in Federal-State relations.
Parliamentary Scrutiny: Concern over the so-called 'democratic
deficit' — the lack of formal parliamentary involvement in treaty matters
— is a key focus of the Senate reporr.3
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Reforming the Treaty-Making Process

The main recommendations of the report of the Senate Legal and
Constitutional References Committee are:
® that the government conduct an audit to provide a full list of
treaties to which Australia is currently a party, a list of which
departments administer them and the manner in which they
have been implemented in Australia — that is, whether they
have been implemented by Executive action or by legislation,
and if implemented by legislation, which legislation;
• that legislation be introduced to provide that the Government
report to the parliament annually on actions taken in the course
of the previous year to implement treaties to which Australia is
a party;
® that the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade prepare a special publication which provides information on the treaties under
consideration by the Government and make it available, free of
charge, to all public libraries in Australia;
• that increased efforts be made by the Government to identify
and consult the groups which may be affected by a proposed
treaty and the groups with expertise on the subject matter of
the treaty or its likely application in Australia;
• that the existing Commonwealth-State Standing Committee of
Treaties be abolished and relaced with a Treaties Council that is
preferably established by legislation and comprised of members
appointed by the Government and the Opposition of each of
the parliaments of the States and Territories, and the parties in
the Commonwealth Parliament;

The current practice of informing the
parliament only when treaties are
close to ratification or have in fact
been ratified has been widely criticized and the Senate Committee
report recommends major reforms in
this area.
Representatives of business and
industry, as well as many ordinary
members of the community, are accustomed to lobbying through the parliamentary process. If the parliament's
relevance to the law-making process
declines, then those sectors and individuals are disadvantaged. At the same
time the influence of activists who
have access to and leverage within the
bureaucracy is enlarged.
Consultation: Some of the suggestions of the Senate report will
bring greater fairness to the process of
treaty-making. Even so, because of
the key role of the Executive and the
Federal bureaucracy, the process is
likely to remain somewhat remote
from the community, unless treaty
obligations in areas like human rights
and social justice generate a higher
degree of community unrest.
These two new publications
together provide an extensive range of
information and opinion on the treaty
process. However, the enormous gaps
in our understanding of the ramifications of individual treaties remain and as every new treaty is ratified,
they widen. ■

• that impact statements be prepared setting out the full implications and costs to Australia of treaties before they are entered
into;
® that treaties should be tabled in parliament at least 15 days
before Australia enters into them;
• that a Joint Parliamentary Committee on Treaties be established
with powers to inquire into and report widely on proposed
treaties;
• that the legislation establishing the Joint Parliamentary Committee on Treaties require that treaty impact statements be
prepared on each treaty tabled in parliament.
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Bill Kerley is a Canberra-based
researcher and a former senior adviser
to John Howard.
l

See Evans, N.R., 'The Basel Convention', IPA Ertwironmeetal Backgrounder,
April 1994. See also Howard, C., 'The
Explosive Implications of the External
Affairs Power', IPA Review, Vol. 42,
No. 2, 1988.

2

See, for example, Sturgess, G., The PostIndustrial State - the Challenge for Politics,

The Menzies Research Centre, 1995
National Seminar Series, September
1995.
3

See also Sir Ninian Stephen, 'The
Expansion of International LawSovereignty and External Affairs,
The Sir Earle Page Memorial Trust
Lecture, 15 September 1994.
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publications

The False Culture Syndrome by Ron Brunton
The 1-toward Governments handling of the I-lindmarsh Island bridge fiasco will set the stage for its
approach to Aboriginal affairs, and its attitude toward probity in public life.
(l3aclkgrouncler, March 1996) 58.00
Competitive Federalism Revisited by Wolfgang Kasper
Discusses the damage that can be clone to competitive federalism ii governments compete with each
other by subsidizing specific firms in 'bidding wars', instead of getting the fundamentals of genuine
competitiveness right.
(Current Issues — Federalism Project, February 1996) S 10.95
Administrath'e Regulatio z i;z Australia by

Suri Rat napala

A look at the volume of regulations issuing From Commonwealth and State Parliaments which is, in
fact, increasing steadily, and ranch of which is now concerned not with general rule-making — which
society needs — but with intervention to secure specific social and economic outcomes.
(Current Issues, February 1996) 58.00
States' Rights and Human Rights by Charles Richardson
Examines the recent history of Australian human rights legislation: in particular, the tension arising
from the standard 'centralist and 'Stares' rights' positions, with solutions based can US experience.
(Current Issues, clue for release December 1995) $6.95
7a/1 Grcc;r Tales edited by Jeff Bennett
A collection of essays by leading Australian physical and social scientists which exposes a number of
myths and half-truths about environmental issues, including Greenhouse, recycling, species
extinction and land degradation.
(Current Issues, November 1995) S 14.95
A

Stitch in Time: Repairing the Social Fabric

Five quite different essays on the social, cultural, educational and political values necessary fair the
healthy Functioning of a liberal democracy.
(i3ased on papers presented at an 1PA conference in March 1995)
(Current Issues, November 1995) $10.95
All IPA publications are subject to a $2.00 charge for postage and handling.
Ensure that you receive IPA Beickgromieler.r and Cin •rent l.isuev as soon as they are issued by subscribing
now. Contact the Institute of Public Affairs, 12$ Jolimont Road, Jolimont Vic. 3002.
Tel: ((13) 9654 7499; Fax: (03) 9650 7627

'LOUOF.
Red Cross promises to help heal the world.
Will you promise to help us? Will you cross your
heart?

We promise to help alleviate the pain

and suffering of the most vulnerable. Will you
promise to help
Y cross your
p us? Will you
Y heart?
ci We promise to donate blood to those who
need it. Will you promise to help us? Will you
cross your heart?

We promise to endeavour

to re-unite families separated by disaster or
conflict. Will you promise to help us? Will you
cross your heart?

We promise to assist the

victims of bushfires and floods. Will you promise
to help • us? Will you cross your heart?

We

cross our heart. Will you cross yours to help us?
If you can give blood, a donation or your time, please call 1800 811700.
Australian Red Cross
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(5^^© An ongoing performance supporting the Arts.

